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		Maritime Events Calendar
August '17

 1-4 7th dredging & LAnd recLAMAtion AsiA suMMit (sg)

 1-31 indonesiA MArine & offshore expo (iMox) 2017 (swiss 
BeLhoteL hArBour BAy review, riAu, id)

 18 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #125  
(NAtioNAl CoAst WAtCh CouNCil (NCWC); MAlACANANg 

soCiAl hAll, 4th floor, MABiNi hAll, MAlACANANg 
PAlACe, MANilA)

sePteMBer '17

 5 donso shipping Meet 2017 (dsM 2017) 
(donso isLAnd, sw)

 11-15 London internAtionAL shipping week 2017 (London, uk)

 19-22 nevA2017  
(expoforiuM convention And exhiBition center, st. 

petersBurg, ru)

 22 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #126 
(PhiliPPiNe CoAst guArd (PCg); hPCg, south hArBor,  

Port AreA, MANilA)

oCtoBer '17

 3 inMex sMM indiA 2017 (the BoMBAy exhiBition centre, 
MuMBAi, in)

 4-6 MALAysiA internAtionAL MArine expo 2017 (MiMex 2017) 
(putrA worLd trAde centre, kuALA LuMpur, My)

 10-12 thAiLAnd MArine & offshore expo 2017  
(Bitec, BAngkok, th)

20 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #127 
(dePArtMeNt of eNviroNMeNt ANd NAturAl resourCes 

(deNr), tBA)

 24 the MAritiMe stAndArd tAnker conference  
(grosvenor house hoteL, duBAi, Ae)

NoveMBer '17

 7-10 europort 2017 (rotterdAM Ahoy, rotterdAM, nL)

16 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #127 
(dePArtMeNt of trANsPortAtioN (dotr), tBA)

deCeMBer '17

 5-8 MArintec cn 2017 (shAnghAi new internAtionAL expo 
center, shAnghAi, cn)

JANuAry '18

23-24 MegA cArgo show 2018 (hALL no. v, BoMBAy exhiBition 
centre, MuMBAi, in)

MAy  ‘17

 4-5 14th BALLAst wAter MAnAgeMent conference (BALtiMore, us)

 7 30th worLd ports conference  
(nusA duA convention center, BALi, in)

 9-11 crew connect europe 2017  
(rAdisson BLu scAndinAviA, copenhAgen, dk)

10 MAritiMe security syMposiuM 2017 (Mss17) 
(the consteLLAtion, diAMond hoteL, MAniLA)

11-12 third AnnuAL ferry sAfety & technoLogy conference 
(MAnhAttAn, new york, usA)

 11-12 6th MAritiMe security MAnAgeMent (sg)

 17-19 MAst AsiA MAritiMe / Air systeMs And technoLogies  
(tokyo, jp)

 19 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #122  
(PhiliPPiNe NAvy (PN) heAdquArters, PhiliPPiNe NAvy, 

roxAs oulevArd, MANilA) 

 23 posidoniA seA tourisM foruM 2017  
(Athens internAtionAL conference center, Athens, gr)

25-27 BAri-ship 2017 (texport iMABAri, iMABAri coMputer coLLege, 
fuji grAnd iMABAri, iMABAri, jp)

MAy-JuNe '17

30-2 nor-shipping 2017 (norges vAreMesse, LiLLestrøM, no)

JuNe '17

 7-8 europeAn environMentAL ports conference 2017  
(Antwerp, Be)

 27-29 toc europe (rAi AMsterdAM, AMsterdAM, nL)

30 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #123  
(NAtioNAl defeNse College of the PhiliPPiNes (NdCP); 

Arturo eNrile Ave, quezoN City, Metro MANilA)

July '17

 6-7 15th AseAn ports And shipping 2017  
(suLe shAngri-LA, yAngon, MM)

 12-14 MArine phiLippines 2017 (sMx convention center, MAniLA, ph)

 21 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #124  
(PhiliPPiNe Ports Authority (PPA), PPA heAd offiCe, 

south hArBor, Port AreA, MANilA)

 25-28 Bunkering week 2017 (sg)

 maritime Calendar feature story
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NAVY 2020: Sailing on Track?
by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

 maritime Calendar feature story

we join the Philippine Navy in celebrating its 119th 
founding Anniversary in May this year and convey our 
warmest congratulations for being an active partner in 

the maritime community and an instrument of peace, progress and 
stability. with its well-conceived plan of governance but still faced 
with inadequate resources we are tempted to ask the question: is it on 
track in pursuing its vision to be a strong and credible navy that a 
maritime nation can be proud of by the year 2020?

the philippine naval history may be divided into three periods. 
the first period was during the philippine revolution (1898-1901). the 
seagoing force then only focused on troop transport in support to 
land forces fighting against the colonizers. it eventually disappeared 
when a new colonial power pretending to be a friend took control of 
the new republic and ruled the nation. the second period was during 
the commonwealth era (1939-1941) when the national defense Act 
took effect. the Army of the Philippines’ offshore Patrol (osP) unit 
welcomed wwii with 3 torpedo boats that were no match against an 
imperial navy. the third period is the present navy (1947 onwards). 
Most of its hand-me-down combatant ships are old, augmented by 
not-so-old vessels from other countries. But even with these aging yet 
capable assets, the navy’s command of the sea in the 1970s has never 
been challenged even at the height of the secessionist insurgency 
in southern philippines. in the 1990s, the navy acquired new patrol 
gunboats and two logistics support vessels. this coincided with the 
departure of us forces resulting from the termination of rp-us military 
bases agreement and the end of bipolar security alignment.

Aware of the ever-changing security environment, the navy in 
2006 crafted a strategic plan, dubbed “PN sail Plan 2020,” or “Navy 
2020,” to address a variety of challenges in a multi-dimensional mari-
time domain. this plan adopted a Balanced scorecard framework that 
connects strategic agenda such as vision, mission, and core values 
with operational elements like objectives, measures, targets and 
initiatives. to assure success, the navy established a Center for Naval 
leadership excellence to keep track of the various components of the 
sail Plan. on top of this, the navy has convened a Board of Advisers 
consisting of civilians and former naval officers to assist in governance.

the Philippine Navy’s induction early this year into the palladium 
Balanced scorecard hall of fame for executing strategy speaks volumes 
of outstanding accomplishments. the Philippine Navy is one of the five 
palladium Awardees for 2016 and the nation’s first national government 
agency to earn the prestigious award. it now joins 4 local government 

units in the philippines and other 200 private, business and government 
organizations from 40 nations, including the us Army and the portuguese 
navy, since the inception of the award. some of the notable achievements 
over a 10-year period include: increase by 33% in operational readiness, 
29% in personnel readiness, and 14-fold in iso-accredited units. the 
conferment makes the navy a model outfit that other entities may study. 
the navy’s planning efforts have gone a long way.

But there is much more the navy must do to make it relevant and 
become the armed service of choice. “don’t rest on your laurels,” as 
the saying goes. peter the great when activating the imperial russian 
navy in 1696 declared: “states without navies are single-handed.” 
A century later george washington in 1781 said: “it follows then, as 
certain as night succeeds day, that without a decisive naval force, 
we can do nothing definitive, and with it everything honorable and 
glorious.” clearly, a maritime country needs a strong and credible navy.

with its multifarious tasks, one vital activity that the navy must 
closely examine is acquiring platforms to effectively perform its 
mandate to train, equip, and maintain forces for naval defense. An 
equipment-intensive organization requires mastery of defense 
procurement laws, rules and regulations. in selecting the equipment, 
three factors must be seriously considered: war fighting capability, 
operational flexibility and value for money. the project team tasked 
in the procurement must not only possess the operational experi-
ence and technical expertise but its members must also have personal 
integrity and be thoroughly familiar with the laws covering anti-graft 
and corruption and ethical standards and public accountability.

headquarters staff officers engaged in such activity must be 
highly competent and have moral courage to provide objective 
advice to the head of the procuring agency. in line with the thrust 
to develop the country’s defense industries, under the self-reliant 
defense Posture Program, the navy must fully rehabilitate the 
naval shipyard and conduct frequent dialogue with the local ship-
builders and other stakeholders not just to upkeep and upgrade 
but build our naval vessels.

the present administration’s independent foreign policy will 
need a reliable and potent seagoing force like the navy to support 
it not only inside the country’s domain and regional borders but 
also beyond.  the sail Plan 2020 may have prepared the navy for 
such call of duty.

we wish the philippine navy fair winds, clear skies, and 
following seas!  

Photo by PN PIO
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Is it time to create a 
Department for  

Maritime Affairs?
by Commo Carlos L Agustin AFP (Ret)

during the 120th Maritime forum held at the Maritime 
Academy of Asia and the Pacific where we were once 
again awed by the progress and development of that excel-

lent institution founded by AMosup chairman capt greg oca and 
nurtured by its president, vAdM eduardo Ma r santos, i asked the 
forum to remember former senator leticia r shahani, likewise an 
early member of the League and forum, who recently died after a 
lingering illness.

i recalled Manang Letty as an indefatigable supporter of things 
maritime, aside from being a leader in the campaign for women’s 
rights, both locally and internationally.  i had seen her in action in the 
dfA, and in the senate where she once chaired the senate foreign 
Affairs Committee.

when i was often invited to appear before hearings on maritime 
affairs in the early ‘90s, i frequently heard Manang Letty bemoan our 
lack of political will to have a strong navy. she continuously harped 
on the need to look at our archipelagic nature and harness our marine 
resources sustainably and develop the maritime industry to fulfill our 
destiny as a true maritime nation. i wondered who among the siblings, 
the late senator or her older brother, former president fidel v ramos, 
pushed the other to be such an avid maritime supporter.

i recalled that when we both last appeared in the senate committee 
on national defense in 2016 on the scarborough shoal issue, she 
again showed her disappointment over our lack of wherewithal to 
enable us to cope, in the light of the shoal’s being a traditional fishing 
ground of pangasinenses and Zambaleños, among others. i would 
confirm these facts, having been involved in mariculture activities with 
Masinloc and san Antonio, Zambales folk and the Bureau of fisheries 

and Aquatic resources (BfAr) since 2006, and having talked to many 
Zambales fishermen rendered almost jobless as a result of the restric-
tions imposed by the chinese coast guard and navy resulting from the 
scarborough incident with the Philippine Navy in 2012.

she was also the author of the original baselines law, and asked 
me and two colleagues to assist her with technical details: the Bcgs’s 
technocrat Mario C Manansala, who later became one of the perma-
nent philippine delegates to the uncLos meetings in caracas and 
capt. tagumpay r Jardiniano, who would later be pn flag officer in 
command.

Manang Letty filed one of the first bills relating to activation of 
a department of Maritime Affairs in 1990 together with the late 
sen Blas ople. she was reacting to demands from many sectors not 
pleased with the existing bureaucracy in the maritime area. she had 
asked my comments on some of the issues, particularly with respect to 
maritime administration and law enforcement. Many other dMA bills 
in both houses were also filed but failed to gain sufficient support.

senate Bill 226, creating the department of Maritime Affairs (dMA) 
was filed by sen Antonio f trillanes iv and has been pending since 
2010. it also apparently lacked sufficient support from many sectors.

president rodrigo r duterte has given his nod to certain mari-
time groups to address maritime reform. no doubt, consolidation of 
functions and reduction of red tape are high on the agenda of the 
concerned sectors. this was in fact the thrust of the Maritime forum at 
the onset of 2017, but we gave in to the other sectors because of the 
commitment to them by the president during a workshop in davao in 
the last quarter of 2016.
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in finalizing a draft dMA Law, we should bear in mind many basic 
principles of organization and management. this includes simpli-
fication of tasks, consolidation of functions, unity of purpose and 
command, enabling effectiveness and efficiency, etc. one means of 
testing organizations is looking outward, checking on what makes 
other similar organizations tick.

when canadian pM pierre trudeau approved Minister Leo 
cadieux”s proposed reorganization of the canadian Armed forces 
in the early ‘70s, many countries, including the united states, 
increased their defense Attaché staff in ontario to closely monitor 
developments. even then Bg fidel v ramos, who was chief of 
constabulary and the designated point man personally handpicked 
by Afp chief of staff romeo C espino to spearhead Afp organiza-
tional reform, was misled to thinking that the canadian model was 
succeeding. we in the pn opposed it, even as i liked the idea of 
“think Afp”, which was the espino Afp’s buzzword. espino’s bush 
jacket model was disliked by the navy, primarily because it unilater-
ally removed the navy shoulder board and in its place, installed a 
loop much like what airline pilots, customs inspectors and immigra-
tion officers wear.

A group we spontaneously formed to prepare a position paper 
eventually became official with the foic pn rAdm hilario M ruiz 
asking us to place his cns, then capt Jose g lansangan to be the 
chairman. the workhorses consisted of myself, Lt eriberto C varona 
and Lcdr Armando q Madamba, and ended up as a book entitled, 
“Afp organizational issues” published in 1972 by the group and 
printed by the Afp Mapping center at camp Aguinaldo. Bg Mateo 
C evangelista, dcspLAn (j5) told me that gen romeo v espino had 
read it and commented that he generally agreed with our position 
opposing the uniservice proposal.

needless to say, the canadian military model slowly changed. 
when i took the gsc course at rnc greenwich, London in 1975, 
my two canadian classmates emotionally delved on the poor 
result of the canadian reorganization. But in reality, it was similar 
to various organizations already existing, forced by circumstances: 
the people’s Liberation Army (pLA), the japanese self defence 
forces (jsdf) and in a way, our own Afp, which started from only 
the philippine Army (pA) created by cA no. 1, which is really almost 
a uniservice. ground forces officers in fact had no specific Army or 
navy affiliation as pc and pA officers had the combat arms and tech-
nical services as their branches, and could move from pA and pc at 
will, until the separation of lists in the late ‘60s. general and flag 
officers, however were free to cross service commands and a few 
of them had the opportunity to be service commanders of several 
major services, now no longer done.

so what do we have in the way of Maritime Affairs?

former dotc usec Arturo valdez early this month asked me to 
join him in a meeting with national Maritime polytechnic foundation 
chairman (and founding chairman, vAcc) dante Jimenez, his mari-
time-oriented sister and colleague Ms Merle J san Pedro and former 
iMo regional director for east Asia (and former MArinA deputy 
Administrator) Brenda Pimentel to discuss this and i was asked 
precisely that question.

i said that we need to review all of those previous bills but more so, 
review what successful maritime countries have done. unfortunately, 
there is no standard template but we can check out a few devel-
oping countries who have developed exactly that organization called 
“department (or Ministry) of Maritime Affairs”.

the dotc was almost exactly patterned after the us dot, which 
has the Maritime Administration (MArAd), the federal Aviation 

Administration (fAA), the us coast guard (currently attached 
to the department of homeland security), the federal railway 
Administration (frA), the federal highway Administration (fhwA), 
the federal Motor carrier safety Administration (fMcsA), the 
transportation safety Administration (tsA) (currently attached to 
the department of homeland security), the national transportation 
safety Board (ntsB), the federal communications commission (fcc) 
and the st Lawrence seaway commission (sLdc). in the uk, it is 
called Ministry of communications. in spite of the seeming highly 
centralized authority in many countries, local governments run much 
of the port activities while the central government merely oversees 
safety standards.

Another major difference among various proposals is the inclusion 
of more maritime aspects beyond transportation. one country actually 
calls it department of Maritime Affairs and fisheries, but whether 
fisheries is mentioned or not it can be encompassed, as fisheries is 
maritime in nature, together with all natural resources in the marine 
environment. i mentioned that in norway, all ports started as fish 
ports, and thus, the Ministry of fisheries run the ports (when i visited 
in1984 they still were; i have not checked the current organization).

how about mapping? obviously it is reasonable that coastal 
and ocean mapping should be included, where it can be part of 
the Philippine Coast guard (as in indonesia and japan), obviously 
because it is indeed part of the navigation function. this makes 
updating of navigational safety information such as obstructions, 
changes on the coastal landscape and navigational aids much easier 
to update.

certainly, there is a turf war among various departments, and 
many will oppose changes. we’ve seen this, in particular, concerning 
the merchant marine administration, where even now, media refers to 
“the need to have a single administration,” overlooking the fact that 
MAriNA had been so designated about 5 years now.

in the past, i had been ambivalent about the dMA. i was 
betting on dotc (now dotr) to do a good job but instead, due to 
over-centralization introduced by the Arroyo and Aquino adminis-
trations, it resulted in more inefficiency and corruption particularly 
in the road, metro rail and communications sector. Likewise, the 
incidence of “dealer-driven” projects in infrastructure had resulted 
in ill designed, non-interoperable systems (e.g., two types of metro 
rail gauge, non-seamless toll operations, each project having 
different vehicles and maintenance contracts, etc). the Maritime 
Communications Project (Mcp-1) of the ‘80s, completed in 1993-
94, was one such example, which when completed, had equipment 
delivered and installed at PCg hq and ppA head office that were 
not satisfactorily used. A more recent case (2009 or so): how did 
dotC ever decide to have “modular ports” that did not involve the 
port authorities and the port users?

nevertheless, we indeed could use a department of Maritime 
Affairs, and i have committed my assistance in whatever way, first of 
all in ascertaining that we have the right motivation for it; secondly, 
in ensuring that we integrate the appropriate agencies for the most 
effective utilization of resources and implementation of tasks, and 
finally in giving each agency concerned the right functions, with the 
appropriate authority, responsibility and, most importantly, account-
ability that should not make it necessary to centralize decision making 
upwards, that would only result in confusion, spurious development, 
and corruption.

in other words, each bureau or agency should be given the 
marching orders that former president fvr used to give: “You just do a 
good job or I’ll fire you!” 
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A Rich Bank Without 
A Security Fence

by Rafael M. Alunan | March 21, 2017 | BusinessWorld

the philippines is like an extremely rich bank without a security fence; 
anyone can go in and out carting away the banks’ deposits and even 
aided by those inside. why is it like that when all other countries 

guard their deposits tightly with their lives?

we’re stuck with an internal security mind-set that can’t be achieved 
without an external defense shield that effectively protects our sovereign rights 
in our exclusive economic zone (eeZ) or deters a threat to our sovereign terri-
tory. external and internal defense are two sides of the same coin. one without 
the other subverts the country’s overall security.

from the time the us bases left in 1991, every administration should have 
consistently invested in building our capacities to deter external threats and 
mitigate internal risks to national security. it’s our constitutional duty to defend 
ourselves. except for the ramos and Aquino iii administrations, little was done 
about external defense. president duterte is now in a position to credibly secure 
the country and, furthermore, change our defense partners’ outlook that we 
are the weakest link. if we can’t defend ourselves, how can we be relied upon?

next door to Pagasa island in the kalayaan island group is a militarized 
artificial island, subi reef, 16 nautical miles away. china always challenges the 
overhead presence of our transport or surveillance aircraft. two other artificial 
islands within our eeZ -- fiery Cross and Mischief -- are also heavily fortified. 
china’s presence is also being felt in Ayungin and recto Bank well within our 
eeZ. in the past week, we learned of china’s suspicious presence in Benham rise 
in our pacific seaboard, and its intent to build a structure in scarborough.

supreme court Associate chief justice tony Carpio texted me last 
friday while i was at wescoM, which i shared with defense secretary delfin 
lorenzana and the Afp’s top brass:

“in 1987, the chinese erected a weather station on fiery Cross reef osten-
sibly to help unesco’s global oceanic survey. in 2014-2015, china turned the 
weather station into a 250-hectare military base. now it’s the turn of scarborough 
shoal where it will install an environmental monitoring (or radar) station that will 
complete its radar coverage of the entire south china sea. it could then impose 
an AdiZ or Air defense identification Zone. it will use these installations to enforce 
the 9-dash line and push out china’s national security border that will grab 80% 
of the philippines’ eeZ and 100% of its extended continental shelf.”

in 1995, china took advantage of the loss of our defense shield by snatching 
Mischief reef in our eeZ. the pretext was to build a shelter for its fishermen caught 
in stormy weather. today, it is a forward operating military installation. immediately, 
congress during the ramos administration enacted the 1st Afp Modernization 
Act. when china snatched scarborough in 2012, the 2nd Afp Modernization Act 
was passed during Aquino iii’s term that kick-started the build-up.

over 21 years, acquisitions were mainly focused on individual combat 
equipment and counterinsurgency. those for external defense lacked the 
underpinnings of a national security strategy to defend the national interest, 
uphold policy and provide clear guidance on risk reduction. it’s because the 
government lacks the mind-set to ensure the nation’s total security; the skill 
sets to integrate and work as a team; and sufficient stock knowledge to think, 
design and build credible deterrence.

the duterte administration can change all that. it has already crafted 
our national security strategy. its independent foreign policy has expanded 
the list of defense suppliers. it can count on allies that are now sufficiently 
motivated to help modernize our defense and law enforcement sectors. it 
has functioning mechanisms like the National security Council and the 
legislative-executive development Advisory Council to reach consensus 
on funding in the long-run.

our neighbors spend on average about 3% of gdp on defense. we, on 
the other hand, consistently average slightly below 1%; yet, wonder why we 
can’t defend ourselves or bring closure to various armed insurgencies since the 
end of ww2. we’ve deprived ourselves of the means to challenge, enforce and 
apply effective force due to self-inflicted obstacles:

 � “we don’t have money” mind-set. we do. we just have to work on it like 
self-respecting countries with a keen sense of nationhood.

 � Amend the procurement Act. Quality and reliability should prevail over 
lowest price. Level the playing field for local and foreign suppliers.

 � the commission on Audit (coA) must understand the concepts of 
defense and law enforcement to craft appropriate rules and regula-
tions that facilitate, and not obstruct.

 � we don’t budget for preventive maintenance, repairs and spare parts. 
new acquisitions quickly fall into disrepair forcing cannibalization.

 � corruption and lack of patriotism diverts attention and precious funds 
away from building credible deterrence.

president duterte’s patriotic and transformative energies should be channeled 
to finding the appropriate funding mechanisms to build credible deterrence. 
Assuming the Afp needs the equivalent of 3% of gdp per year for 15 years over 
its three planning horizons, adjusted automatically for inflation and foreign 
exchange fluctuations, the following basket of options should be considered:

 � patriot Bonds
 � special defense tax (like the road users tax or sin taxes)
 � Leasing arrangements
 � conversion of military lands into commercial and industrial parks
 � self-reliance defense manufacturing in g2g joint ventures and ppps
 � serious clampdown on corruption and inefficiency in government.
 � improve taxes and duties collection efficiency
 � proceeds from Malampaya and gocc net income.

Budgeted items for veterans’ pensions and civil defense could be carved 
out and placed under the office of the president to lighten the load on the 
dnd-Afp’s budget. cApex and opex could be further reduced by smartly 
negotiating foreign military sales and transfers with defense partners and allies.

for the nth time, let’s build our security fence once and for all. Let’s 
become a self-respecting nation. Let’s regain our worthiness in the eyes of 
both friend and foe. Let’s do so with deliberate speed. for crying out loud, 
let’s accomplish the mission!

Mabuhay ang Pilipinas! 

		

Rafael M. Alunan III served in the Cabinet of President 
Corazon C. Aquino as Secretary of Tourism; and later in the 
Cabinet of President Fidel V. Ramos as Secretary of Interior 

and Local Government.

Dear Editor,

May I share with you my op-ed that appeared in BusinessWorld. It is about 
building credible deterrence to bring up our country to a state of readiness 
like all other self-respecting states that zealously protect their people and 
resources from a world fraught with risks and threats.   

    ---Rafael Alunan III

 letters maritime law
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Understanding the Language of the 
Law of the Sea

by Atty. Julius A. Yano

with the disputes concerning the west philippine sea in 
the south china sea and recently, the issues surrounding 
Benham rise, we see how the united nations convention 

on the Law of the sea or the Law of the sea convention (Losc)1 affects 
the maritime entitlements of the philippines. it is indeed imperative for 
the philippine state, a maritime nation, to understand the law of the sea 
and the Losc, which is its primary reference material in dealing with its 
public maritime concerns. A comprehensive understanding of the Losc 
avoids a piece-meal approach to issues and provides a holistic view that 
is in mindful of the history, spirit and aims of its provisions. further, being 
a member of the international community, the philippine state has to be 
cognizant of the interplay between its domestic laws and its international 
obligations stemming from an international convention, such as the Losc.

Law of the Sea and the LOSC as a source of international obligation

‘Law of the sea’ refers to that branch of international maritime law, 
which deals with its public aspect. included herein are issues on mari-
time zones, exercise of sovereignty, sovereign rights, jurisdiction, marine 
environmental protection and conservation of ocean resources. 'Law 
of the sea’ is not concerned with matters relating to carriage of goods, 

maritime insurance, salvage and towage, et cetera, which are within the 
private realm of maritime law. whilst private maritime laws vary across 
different jurisdictions, the law of the sea is primarily governed by the 
Losc, which is regarded as the ‘constitution for the oceans’.

the Losc is the product of the third united nations Conference on 
the Law of the sea (uncLos iii), which was convened from 1973 until 
1982 when the text of the convention was finally adopted. Later that 
year the treaty was opened for signature. having signed and ratified the 
same, the philippines, therefore, is a party to the Losc.

Article 38 of the statute of the international court of justice is widely 
recognized as laying down the different sources of international law; 
one of these sources is ‘international conventions’. As a member of the 
international community, a state-party to an international convention 
or a treaty has the obligation to uphold its international commitments 
arising therefrom that which may necessitate having to reconcile the 
same with its domestic laws.2

indeed, the important question as to which prevails between 
a state’s domestic laws and a valid and binding treaty may appear to 
be academic when a state is pleading before an international court/

UN Photo by Rick Bajornas
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tribunal. A state cannot be expected to ask for the benefits of a treaty, yet 
refuses to recognize or comply with the obligations arising therefrom. A 
state’s insistence upon the supremacy of its domestic laws may actually 
prevent it from invoking the provisions of an international treaty. this 
approach may then leave the practical effect that the state is unable to 
fully avail of the treaty’s benefits and protection.

Development of the law of the sea

the idea that a state or king could have ‘command of the sea’ had 
been generally accepted as early as the times of the greek and roman 
empires. during the Middle Ages, venice likewise made claims of sover-
eignty over the whole of the Adriatic whilst certain states made claims 
for control over large parts of the Baltic.

A crucial development in the history of the law of the sea happened 
in 1493 when pope Alexander vi of the roman catholic church issued a 
papal Bull that divided the world between spain and portugal. in the 1494 
treaty of tordesillas the division was renegotiated; having the cape verde 
islands as the starting point, it granted the territories west of the drawn 
line to spain and those east thereof to portugal. further, in 1529, the east 
indies was likewise divided between spain and portugal under the treaty 
of Zaragoza. in 1609, james i of england claimed sovereignty over the 
areas around great Britain, which areas he designated as the 'english seas.'

Being excluded from commerce in the english seas and the lucrative 
spice trade in the east indies, the dutch east india company engaged 
hugo grotius to argue on its behalf the concept of ‘freedom of the seas’; 
thus, the seas could not be appropriated. in his work 'Mare Liberum' he 
presented this idea based upon the vastness of the oceans and inex-
haustibility of its resources.

several writers opposed grotius’s idea of free seas. one of them 
was the englishman john selden who published in 1635 his work ‘Mare 
Clausum’ supporting the idea of ‘closed seas’. thus began what would be 
called in the history of the law of the sea as the ‘battle of the books’, a battle 
said to have been won by the advocates of free seas which advanced the 
political and economic interests of the world powers of the time. free seas 
meant free navigation, free use of resources and free trade.

the birth of the concept of the modern state following the fall of the 
roman empire brought with it the development of the idea of a territorial 
sea – a maritime zone to which the national jurisdiction of a coastal state 
extended. By the 19th century, the concept of a territorial sea was generally 
established under international law. it was recognized that a belt of water 
surrounding a state pertained to such state; beyond that were the high 
seas that were free for use by all states. Apart from the maritime easement 
of ‘innocent passage’ in favor of other states, a coastal state’s hold over the 
territorial sea was plenary. in the high seas, on the other hand, freedom of 
other states, particularly in respect of navigation and fishing, was recog-
nized and observed. thus, the oceans were divided into two zones – the 
territorial sea and the high seas – governed by the principle of sovereignty 
and principle of freedom, respectively. this dualism, which would form 
part of customary international law,3 demonstrated the balance between 
the opposing concepts of mare liberum and mare clausum.

until the 20th century, rules concerning the law of the sea were in 
the form of customary international law; there was no codified body of 
rules governing the use of the seas. the 1930 hague conference for the 
codification of international Law instigated by the League of nations4 

is the first inter-governmental effort to codify the law of the sea. (there 
were attempts from various non-governmental bodies earlier.) in partic-
ular, the 1930 hague conference dealt with the issues of the nature 
of the rights possessed by a coastal state over its territorial sea and its 
breadth. whilst the first issue was settled in favor of territorial sover-
eignty, which extended not only to the waters but also to the seabed and 
subsoil underneath and the airspace above, the issue on the breadth of 

the territorial sea was unresolved. different states had varying claims on 
the extent of the territorial sea – the united states adopted the three-
mile limit, some scandinavian countries claimed four miles, some would 
claim 200 miles, et cetera. thus, the conference failed to adopt a conven-
tion on the territorial sea.

the lack of uniformity in the practice of different states as regards 
the breadth of the territorial sea affected the development of the 
concept of a contiguous zone, a zone contiguous to and seaward of 
the territorial sea. in said zone, the coastal state was given limited 
powers and enforcement jurisdiction.

A new development in the law of the sea came after world war ii during 
which time there had been an increasing demand for offshore natural 
resources. in 1945, us president harry truman made the first clear assertion 
that the resources of the continental shelf, deemed the natural prolongation 
of the coastal state’s land mass, were subject to the coastal state’s jurisdic-
tion and control. Aware that a claim of sovereignty beyond the territorial 
sea would diminish the area of high seas where it extensively exercised its 
freedom of navigation as a maritime power, the us devised the idea that its 
claim was only on the continental shelf; it would not affect the legal status 
of the superjacent waters which remained part of the high seas. from this 
development we see the genesis of the concept of sovereign rights in the 
law of the sea in contrast with the plenary concept of sovereignty. Moreover, 
it demonstrates the beginning of the split in the legal nature of the water 
column and the seabed and subsoil beyond the area of the territorial sea.

By 1947, the united nations through the international Law commission 
(iLc) started its work on the codification of the law of the sea. the report 
of the iLc became the basis for the work of the first united nations 
conference on the Law of the sea (uncLos i), which was convened in 
geneva in 1958. uncLos i successfully adopted four conventions – on the 
territorial sea and contiguous zone, the high seas, fishing and conserva-
tion of living resources of the high seas, and on the continental shelf – and 
provided the first codification of the law of the sea.

After uncLos i, most concepts on the territorial sea were codified; 
the concept of a contiguous zone was established; the continental shelf 
regime was developed – the seaward limit was defined by the depth 
and exploitability criteria, and the idea of ‘sovereign rights’ to describe a 
coastal state’s rights over the continental shelf was formed.

unfortunately, the issue on the breadth of the territorial sea was not 
resolved at uncLos i. thus, the geographical scope where coastal state 
sovereignty extended was not defined. A second conference in 1960 
(uncLos ii) was convened; however, it still failed to successfully address 
this particular issue along with the related issue of fishery zone.

the year of 1967 was an important point in the further development 
of the law of the sea. then, Ambassador to the un Arvid pardo of Malta 
proposed the examination of the deep seabed beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction in view of the concern that only developed states, 
which had the technology and means, could benefit from the extraction 
of the resources therefrom. thus, the un general Assembly formed the 
sea Bed committee. Around that time as well there was the increasing 
concern for marine environmental protection especially after the Torrey 
Canyon incident in 1967. Likewise, the international political scene was 
changing with the emergence of newly independent developing states, 
which had no role in the drafting of the 1958 geneva conventions.

further, in the 1970s certain Asian, African and Latin American states 
echoed earlier proposals and put forward the idea of an exclusive economic 
zone (eeZ). this move was a reflection of the desire of developing states for 
control over the resources, particularly fish stocks, off their coasts.

in view of the above circumstances and the inter-relatedness of 
copious issues on the law of the sea, uncLos iii was convened in 1973 
to produce a comprehensive law of the sea convention.
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The LOSC and the maritime zones

upon the adoption of the Losc in 1982, the concept of a territorial 
sea was enhanced in that its breadth was finally determined to be no more 
than 12nm from the coastal state’s baselines. following the traditional 
understanding of a territorial sea, the coastal state’s powers in said zone 
are plenary. coastal state sovereignty extends to the said area without 
prejudice to the right of innocent passage exercisable by other states. 
related concepts, such as transit passage and archipelagic sea lanes 
passage, likewise modified the territorial sea regime, which concepts 
reflect the compromises reached by affected states in relation to straits 
used for international navigation and archipelagic waters.

where a state claims a contiguous zone, it is contiguous to said state’s 
territorial sea and may extend up to 24nm from the baselines. it is a zone 
intended for fiscal, immigration, sanitary and customs concerns as well as 
regulations on archaeological and historical objects found at sea.

consistent with its original wisdom, the continental shelf regime in the 
Losc deals with the resources of the seabed and does not affect the water 
column or the resources therein, particularly fish stocks. over the continental 
shelf, the coastal state exercises not sovereignty but sovereign rights for 
the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources, i.e. mineral 
and other non-living resources together with living organisms belonging 
to sedentary species. it is important to note that, as held in the North Sea 
Continental Shelf cases (1969), ‘the rights of the coastal state in respect of the 
area of continental shelf […] exist ipso facto and ab initio […].’

departing from the depth and exploitability criteria for the limit of the 
continental shelf, uncLos iii fixed the breadth of a coastal state’s conti-
nental shelf at 200nm, irrespective of the topography of the underwater 
terrain. the notion of an outer continental shelf, whose limits are subject 
to the approval by the commission on the Limits of the continental shelf 
(cLcs) and in regard to which certain obligations are to be performed in 
favor of the international seabed Authority (isA),5 was likewise developed 
to reconcile the objections of certain states claiming more than 200nm. 
certainly, the outer continental shelf is limited to 350nm to address 
Ambassador pardo’s idea that the resources of the deep seabed pertain to 
no state but to all of mankind. thus, beyond this 200nm (or 350nm) zone 
is the Area, a space treated as res communis following a new principle in 
the law of the sea: common heritage of mankind.

the fixing of the territorial sea’s breadth could not have been facilitated 
without the introduction of the exclusive economic zone (eeZ) regime to 
the Losc. where a state claims an eeZ – a zone beyond the territorial sea 
up to 200nm from the baselines6 –, it shall have, inter alia, sovereign rights 
for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the 
natural resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters in said zone. 

thus, as a compromise on certain states’ earlier claims of a 200nm territo-
rial sea, the eeZ regime providing for sovereign rights has enabled coastal 
states to nationalize the economic resources beyond the territorial sea 
without extending the geographical scope of a coastal state’s sovereignty.

whilst rights over the continental shelf need not be constituted for 
they exist ipso facto and ab initio, the eeZ needs to be claimed by a coastal 
state. As recognized in the Libya/Malta Continental Shelf cases (1985), there 
can be a continental shelf without an eeZ, but there cannot be an eeZ 
without a continental shelf. consequently, the waters superjacent to the 
continental shelf may either be eeZ or high seas. thus, states’ rights over 
said waters depend on whether they form part of a state’s eeZ or the high 
seas. to be sure, the waters superjacent to the outer continental shelf, i.e. 
beyond 200nm, are always the high seas where the principle of freedom – 
of navigation, overflight, communications, fishing, etc – applies.

Conclusion

A state’s maritime entitlements per the Losc can be best understood if 
one is mindful of the evolution of the law of the sea and the development 
of the different maritime zones. transforming the traditional dichotomy 
between the principle of sovereignty and principle of freedom, the Losc 
embodies new concepts that are reflective of the compromises reached 
to cater to the needs of other states, particularly developing states whose 
voices were heard and listened to at uncLos iii.

in discussing law of the sea concerns, it is important to realize the 
distinct and separate nature and functions of each maritime zone and to 
identify which rights are possessed by states in relation thereto. As has been 
presented, sovereignty is different from sovereign rights; innocent passage, 
transit passage, archipelagic sea lanes passage, the exercise of the freedom 
of navigation are certainly distinct concepts; whilst they are both governed 
by the same 200nm limit, the continental shelf regime and the eeZ regime 
are separable. these, inter alia, are neither synonymous nor inter-changeable.

the law of the sea is a specialized field of international law. inevitably, 
when a state talks about law of the sea issues, the international community 
is the unavoidable audience. the law of the sea has its own language, and 
understanding it can bring about a more constructive discussion of issues, 
and places one in a better position to address law of the sea concerns.

		

Atty. Julius A. Yano is a member of the Institute for Maritime and Ocean 
Affairs. He obtained his Juris Doctor degree from the University of the Philippines, 
College of Law and his Master of Laws degree in International Maritime Law from 
the IMO International Maritime Law Institute in Malta. Subsequently, he attended 
the Summer Academy at the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) 

in Hamburg, Germany.
__________
  1 Following eminent commentators on the subject, the writer uses the abbrevia-

tion ‘LOSC’ to refer to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
as ‘UNCLOS’ is used to refer to the different United Nations Conferences on the 
Law of the Sea as discussed below. 

  2 The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, to which the Philippines is a 
party, provides in its Article 27 that ‘[a] party may not invoke the provisions of its 
internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty. […]’

  3 Customary international law as a source of international law deserves a more 
thorough discussion in the proper forum. Suffice it to say that obligations from a 
treaty may be binding even upon non-parties thereto if said obligations form part 
of customary international law, subject to the idea of a ‘persistent objector’, which is 
however further subject to the concept of jus cogens. Thus, in the context of the law 
of the sea, certain provisions in the LOSC may be opposable even to non-parties not 
as conventional obligations but as rules of customary international law.

  4 Predecessor of the United Nations (UN).
  5 Together with the ITLOS, the permanent tribunal for law of the sea disputes, 

these institutions are creations of the LOSC. 
  6 Thus, where a state claims a contiguous zone and an EEZ, the contiguous zone 

is consequently within its EEZ. Where there is a contiguous zone but no EEZ, the 
contiguous zone is part of the high seas. 

Source: Google Images
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Mining, Destabilization, Benham – 
DON'T PANIC

by Former President Fidel V Ramos

PArt i

“DUTERTE:  ‘MINING FIRMS FUNDING DESTABILIZATION PLOT.’

President Rodrigo Duterte on Monday accused some mining firms of 
financing what he called a ‘destabilization’ plot against his Administration.”   

Manila Times, 14-March-2017

during a presscon in Malacañang with senate president Aqui-
lino Pimentel iii, and house speaker Pantaleon Alvarez on 
13-March-2017, president rody duterte said mining firms 

were funding the political opposition to undermine his government.

p. duterte made the statement even as he defended anew 
environment secretary regina Paz “gina” lopez for ordering the closure 
of mining firms alleged to have violated mining regulations.  only last 11 
March and on other occasions afterwards, the president said he was willing 
to lose p70 billion in mining tax revenues, as he reiterated his support for 
lopez.  showing photos of the ill effects of destructive mining, p. du30 
slammed mining companies that had failed to follow regulations. 

having watched the hearings of the commission on Appointments 
almost all week on television, and knowing personally denr secretary gina 
lopez, dof secretary sonny dominguez plus some of the mining people 
quite well, it occurred to this writer that there is a happy solution to be found 
in between the contending positions – if only there is sincere dialogue among 
the concerned stakeholders away from the glare of unhealthy publicity.  Also, 
it is important for the president to stop talking as if our government is about 
to collapse because of destabilizing attempts by powerful opponents.

no way.  All p. digong has to do is to get a daily 10-minute briefing 
jointly from his national security Adviser Jun esperon and presidential 
security group commander general rolando Bautista (or their depu-
ties), and he’ll find out that there is no such destabilization plot because 
it takes much, much more than the deNr and its “audits” to cause an 
incumbent government’s downfall.  secretary gina lopez and secretary 
sonny dominguez are both correct in their arguments, because they 
are just trying to do a good job – according to their respective mandates.

p. du30 appears to begin to panic by talking about conspiracies 
by people whom he can easily discipline.  By constantly repeating the 
now-dirty word “destabilization,” p. digong is driving away potential 
investors, tourists and other foreign assets, while unduly alarming our 
own people.  this is probably one reason why our peso is down p50.30 
to $1.00, while the cost of basic commodities keeps rising.

on the other hand, this writer believes that the huge anticipated 
revenue loss with the closure of most mining activities countrywide of 
some p70 billion will not kill the country.  somewhere is a win-win solu-
tion – and p. du30, gina lopez and sonny dominguez need not lose 
their jobs, and so could filipinos preserve the environment – similar to 
our successful Benham rise claim where the deNr, through its national 
Mapping and research information Authority (NAMriA), also played a 
leading role in this major inter-agency/inter-disciplinary endeavor.

the iMPACt of exeCutive order 45, s-1993. it will be recalled that on 
05-january-1993, through the issuance of eo 45 by then president fvr, the 
government approved a synchronized, common reference system for the 

accurate surveying and mapping of natural resources, administrative and 
cadastral boundaries called the philippine reference system of 1992 (Prs92).

in the different local government offices around the country, 
deNr officials painstakingly explained to local chief executives and 
their constituents in at least 42,000 barangays the impact of this new 
program that transformed and integrated all the cadastral surveys and 
maps of the deNr Land Management sectors to resolve and minimize 
overlaps and other inaccuracies under the old system of land mapping 
known as the triangulation network of the philippines. 

Prs92 ensures a unified, consistent and reliable geographic informa-
tion database used in many planning and policy/decision-making activities 
of both government and private organizations.  these activities include, 
among others, land reform and administration, infrastructure and energy 
development, social and environmental initiatives, marine and ocean 
affairs, disaster and risk mitigation, and scientific and engineering studies.  
Prs92 also seeks to improve the economic status of the country, alleviate 
poverty, promote sustainable development, and support public order and 
safety.  (NAMRIA’s PRS92 Newsletter, 1st Quarter 2009, vol. ii no. 1).

the recent emergence of the issues around Benham rise has 
heightened the importance of that 24-year old adoption of Prs92, 
which in its earlier stages was assisted by the Australian government.  
its provisions are as follows: 

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 45

ADOPTING THE PHILIPPINE REFERENCE SYSTEM OF 1992 (PRS92) 
AS THE COUNTRY’S STANDARD REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR SURVEYS

WHEREAS, the NAMRIA is mandated to establish a nationwide 
geodetic control network of control points that serves as a common 
reference system of all surveys in the country;

WHEREAS, the Natural Resources Management and Development 
Project of the DENR in cooperation with the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey Department of NAMRIA has completed the establishment of 
the first order geodetic control network in the Philippines through the 
use of the global positioning system (GPS);

WHEREAS, the new network is now capable of supporting the 
integrated surveying and mapping programs of the Government for 
sustainable management and development of the environment and 
natural resources, and for infrastructure activities;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FIDEL V. RAMOS, President of the Republic 
of the Philippines, do hereby order:

SECTION 1. The new geodetic control network known as 
Philippine Reference System of 1992 (PRS92) is adopted as standard 
reference for all surveying and mapping activities of the country.

SECTION 2. All new surveys and maps shall henceforth be referred to 
the new network.  All old surveys shall be integrated into the new network 
including the adjustment of the coordinates of their corresponding maps.  
There shall be a transition period up to year 2000 to allow integration of the 
old surveys, after which only PRS92 shall be recognized as the standard 
reference system for all surveys and maps in the country.

SECTION 3. The DENR shall promulgate the guidelines to 
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implement the provisions of this Order.

SECTION 4. This Order shall take effect immediately.

Approved in the City of Manila, Philippines, this 5th day of January, 
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and ninety-three (1993).

Signed by FVR and Chief Presidential Legal Counsel Justice 
Antonio Carpio.

BeNhAM rise:  hoW the shelf WAs WoN. while surfing the internet 
in search of background material on Benham rise, this writer ran into 
a previous article of the deNr with regards to the implementation of 
the united nations convention on the Law of the sea (uNClos).

this little-known article describes the first major expansion of the 
philippines' maritime boundaries since the late 1970s when it declared 
its exclusive economic zone (eez).  this happy outcome is a tribute to the 
quiet and diligent work and collaboration by a team of public servants, 
scientists and legal experts who pursued the claim for over a decade.

in their article with above title, authors dr. Jay Batongbacal 
(professor, u.p. college of Law and Legal Advisor, technical working 
group, philippine extended continental shelf project) and efren 
Carandang (deputy Administrator, NAMriA and project Manager, 
philippine extended continental shelf project) narrated:

“the story of the philippine 
claim to Benham rise began with 
a workshop in 2001 to assist the 
dfA and the denr's NAMriA with 
regard to the implementation of the 
Law of the sea.  Ms. suzette suarez 
of the u.p. institute of international 
Legal studies (up-iiLs) organ-
ized the workshop to discuss the 
requirements for claiming extended 
continental shelf (eCs) areas for the 
philippines.  dr. teodoro santos 
of the u.p. national institute for 
geological sciences (up-nigs) iden-
tified and proposed Benham rise, 
then a relatively unknown area of 
the pacific ocean east of Luzon, as 
a possible ecs area in addition to 
areas west of palawan.  this resulted in an inter-agency Memorandum of 
Agreement among key government agencies and the academe to work 
together to make the eCs claims.

“under then administrator (retired police general) dioNy veNturA, 
the NAMriA set itself to the task of conducting the extensive hydro-
graphic surveys required as a basis for the claim.  they commissioned 
the desktop feasibility study by the norwegian firm BloMAsA with 
norwegian assistance.  Afterwards, the NAMriA’s Coast and geodetic 
surveys department sent its two survey ships, the PresBitero and 
veNturA, on several cruises to the pacific to map the seabed beyond 
200 nautical miles away and more than 5,000 meters deep.”

Note:  From NAMRIA’s brochure on BRP Hydrographer PRESBITERO and 
BRP Hydrographer VENTURA, it was stated, among others, that these vessels 
were purchased through state-to-state soft-loan facility from the Spanish 
Government, which President FVR visited in September 1994. They were built by 
Factoria’s Vulcano Shipyard in Vigo, Spain from 14-May-1997 to 04-August-
1998. The PRESBITERO arrived in Manila on 16-October-1998, after brief stops 
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and Singapore and test surveys in Sulu Sea and Surigao 
Strait. The VENTURA arrived in Manila on 07-January-1999. PRS92 and the 
two vessels, PRESBITERO and VENTURA, surely served as solid foundations for 
our Benham Rise ECS victory.

Part ii

BeNhAM rise: NurturiNg our god-giveN BlessiNgs

“LORENZANA ON CHINESE SHIPS:  WHAT INNOCENT PASSAGE?

 Defense Secretary Delfin Lorenzana is disputing China’s claim that its 
survey ships, spotted last year at Benham Rise – a vast undersea region east of 
Luzon – were there merely on ‘innocent passage.’  As far as we are concerned 
they have no business going there,” he said. (Malaya, 14 March 2017)

the du30 government is “worried” about the chinese activity at 
Benham rise.  “We will do something there, maybe we will increase our patrols 
at the same time, maybe we will also put something there, structures that say 
this is ours (Philippines)...  They (Chinese) know that Benham Rise was awarded 
to us by the United Nations,” defense secretary lorenzana also said.

in 2012, the united nations declared Benham rise, a 13-million 
hectare undersea region east of Luzon rich in biodiversity and fish 
stocks, part of the philippine continental shelf.

in early March this year, lorenzana said the AfP and support maritime 
services monitored chinese survey ships at the Benham rise from july 
to december 2016, conducting surveys apparently for the deployment of 
submarines.  however, the chinese foreign Ministry (MofA) said china’s 

research ships were “purely carrying 
out normal freedom of navigation 
and right of innocent passage, and 
there were no other activities or 
operations.”

dNd plus Philippine Coast 
guard (dotr) sources and fvr 
say: “If that’s innocent passage, you 
know what innocent passage is, it’s 
like going from point “A” to point “B” 
straight and your steaming speed 
is constant. What the AFP saw … 
where Chinese ships steaming at 
low speed and they stopped in one 
area, stayed there for a few days and 
transferred to another place.  That is 
not innocent passage.”

sigNifiCANCe of Prs92.  the 
philippine reference system of 1992 (Prs92) is a homogeneous national 
national network of geodetic control points (gCPs), marked by survey 
monuments (or Mojons), that has been established using gps technology.  
gps is an all-weather, high precision, global satellite positioning system that 
revolutionized navigation and surveying operations – on land, under water, 
and now out there in cyberspace.

By virtue of eo 45 issued by the fvr Administration on 05 january 
1993, Prs92 became the standard reference system for all surveying 
and mapping activities in the philippines.  the order also mandated 
that all new surveys and maps shall be referred to the new network 
and all old surveys be integrated into it.

Prs92 is the fundamental component of the national spatial data 
infrastructure (Nsdi) which serves as the country's standard coordinate 
reference system for all survey and mapping activities.  it provides the 
means through which base and thematic datasets can be consistently 
inter-related geographically.

the primary stakeholders of Prs92 are all government agencies 
engaged in surveying and mapping like the departments of environment 
and national resources (deNr); Agriculture (dA); national defense (dNd); 
public works and highways (dPWh); transportation (dotr); information 
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and communications technology (diCt); Agrarian reform (dAr); and 
other agencies having interests in land, maritime and aerospace mapping.

private surveyors, foresters, and academic institutions are also impor-
tant users. private and public landowners and fisherfolk are the major 
beneficiaries while the general public that is benefiting from the programs 
of the above-mentioned government agencies is the ultimate beneficiary.

Prs92 was first implemented through eo 45 under the ramos 
Administration (with deadline set at year 2000).  it was amended through 
eo 280 to extend its implementation by 2005. eo 321 was issued by 
president gloria Macapagal-Arroyo in order to complete the adoption 
and integration of old surveys into the system until year 2010.

More historiCAl BACkgrouNd. Let us continue our 19 March 
issue (part 1) with dr. jay Batongbacal’s and NAMriA deputy Administrator 
efren Carandang’s article “Benham rise: how the shelf was won,” thus:  “in 
2007, the cabinet-level commission on Maritime and ocean Affairs (CMoA) 
created a technical working group to prepare the philippines' formal 
claims or ‘submissions,’ to be filed with the united nations’ commission on 
the Limits of the continental shelf (uN-ClCs).  NAMriA inaugurated the 
philippine ecs project under then director efren Carandang.  its first task 
was to recruit scientific expertise, to which dr. santos and the uP-Nigs 
quickly responded.  Ms. Nancy Aguda and Jenny Anne Barretto, both 
young geologists of uP-Nigs, together with NAMriA engineer dennis 
Bringas, undertook much of the very tedious technical analysis, supported 
by a team of cartographers, hydrographers, and i.t.-specialists detailed from 
other NAMriA offices NAMriA.  Many experts from the uP-Nigs such as 
dr. Mario Aurelio and dr. Mahar lagmay were also called in.” 

(it will be recalled that former Administrator and retired police director 
diony ventura, was the pioneer NAMriA component in this project. 
ventura had also served as fvr’s Aide-de-camp back in the 1970s/80s.)

Additional data was gathered from both local and international insti-
tutions, and NAMriA procured the latest in computer hardware and 
software to process them.  participants from the doJ, doe, PCg, NsC, 
and other relevant agencies also joined discussions on policy issues about 
the claim.  the team then produced draft submissions with advice from 
the uk national oceanography centre (NoC) based in southampton.

At that time, there was very little first-hand information about the 
actual intricacies of writing and supporting ecs submissions with the 
uN-ClCs.  NAMriA contacted u.p. Law professor Jay Batongbacal, 
who was then still taking up his doctorate in canada, to join the 
project, participating in the project's second major workshop via 
skype.  professor Jay Batongbacal then met with commissioner galo 
Carrera of Mexico, a uN-ClCs member and colleague who had given 
maritime boundary workshops in the philippines back in the 1990s.

 for help on the technical aspects, NAMriA engaged the gns, new 
Zealand's equivalent of the uP-Nigs and Phivolcs.  new Zealand had 
just announced its success in securing approval of the new Zealand ecs 
claim.  the institute of geological and nuclear sciences of new Zealand’s 
(gNs) team provided the philippine team with information and advice 
on their actual experiences in making their claim, as well as enhanced 
their knowledge and capabilities in analyzing and interpreting the data.

the philippine team then decided to make the “submission for Benham 
rise” first.  with the new project participants, a completely different version 
of the “submission” emerged from the previous drafts.  commissioner 
Carrera of Mexico facilitated an exchange of views between the philippine 
ecs project team and their counterparts in Mexico, who had also success-
fully completed their own ecs submission.  he also visited the philippines 
to work directly with our project team in marathon technical workshops.  
All previous work was reviewed, re-analyzed, and portions rejected in 
order to produce the new “submission.”  rolando Peña of uP-Nigs served 
as technical editor.  thousands of pages of raw data and documents had 

to be collated, digitally reproduced, and professionally packaged by the 
NAMriA's i.t. group led by deputy Administrator linda Papa, and inte-
grated into customized browser software, and which were later delivered to 
our permanent representative to the u.n. in new york.

Meanwhile, there were many activities in the philippine congress 
on the proposed amendment of the philippine archipelagic baselines 
law, which was an important prelude to the making of a “submission” 
to the u.n.  NAMriA undertook Prs92 surveys of the proposed base-
points, and prepared several baseline configurations for congress, 
which passed the new baselines law in March 2009.

the philippines submitted its “submission” to the u.n. on 08-April-
2009 – a month before the original deadline. on 15-August-2009, the 
ecs team made its first formal presentation to the u.n. commission en 
banc, with then Ambassador hilario davide introducing the philippine 
delegation led by Ambassador Minerva falcon. 

BeNhAM rise develoPMeNt Authority.  Last month, senator 
sonny Angara filed senate Bill no. 312, “the Benham rise development 
Authority Act,” in the light of consistent reports of aggressive chinese 
activity in the area as previously narrated.  obviously, the senate finds 
it imperative to tackle national security concerns soonest in the wake of 
reports of suspicious chinese activities in the area since 2016.

there should be no problem for the philippines over Benham rise 
because (1) the philippines is the sole claimant; and (2) the u.n. commission 
on the Limits of the continental shelf (uN-ClCs) ruled in 2012 that Benham 
rise is part of the philippines’ extended continental shelf (eCs).  it is not 
philippine territory – we have no ”sovereignty” over it, but we have “sovereign 
rights” – exclusive rights to explore and exploit the oil, gas, and other natural 
resources in that undersea plateau which is as big as Luzon (if not bigger). it is 
only to the east of Luzon (pacific ocean side) where we have no rival claimant.  
we should be thankful we have Benham rise to ourselves, to develop as a 
new source of natural resources for philippine industry and progress.

reCoMMeNdAtioNs.  congress would do well to enact asap 
senator sonny Angara’s bill for a “Benham rise development Authority 
(BrdA),” and for the du30 Administration to start drawing up plans for 
this potentially rich area for its control, security, development, national 
advantage, and global use.

A combined task force of AfP-PNP-PCg units and also intelli-
gence/surveillance assets of other relevant departments, plus private 
maritime and oceanographic agencies should back up the BrdA. this 
requires constant consultation and inclusive consensus.

Kaya ba natin ito?

		

Please send any comments to fvr@rpdev.org. Copies of articles are available at 
www.rpdev.org. 

Philippines to patrol Benham Rise. Photo Credit: Aljazeera News
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Perspectives 
on Naval 

Cooperation  
in Southeast 

Asia
by Dianne Co Despi and Rej Torrecampo

the southeast Asian region is situated in a unique strategic 
environment that is shaped by the pacific maritime domain. 
it is home to maritime nations sitting astride vital sea lines of 

communication and trade in the Asia-pacific, with vast water resources 
and minerals, and oil and gas reserves. shipping traffic through south-
east Asia is several times greater than the traffic through either the 
suez or panama canals.

As a large marine eco-region, it is said to be one of the centres of 
eco-diversity in the world. however, this geostrategic location also 
poses various challenges and threats to its security. trends such as 
the global shift of focus on security and economic issues towards the 
Asia-pacific, great power dynamics in the pacific, the use of asymmetric 
technologies, and climate change strongly influence regional security 
decision-making.

As the sea is the major route of access to the region, the maritime 
dimension of security is of utmost concern to all countries in southeast 
Asia. thus, at the helm of defending the region against security threats 
from the sea are the navies of the AseAn. with the projected AseAn 
integration, the booming economies of this region will continue to 
flourish, as barriers to trade will be eliminated, and the navies will once 
again be called upon to safeguard the seas against threats to regional 
and national security.

due to the international nature of the seas, navies have an estab-
lished history of providing security and working with other navies and 
stakeholders to protect national and even regional interests at sea 
and ashore. particularly, AseAn states utilize their navies to deepen 
maritime cooperation and collaboration among themselves. naval 
cooperation in southeast Asia is mainly characterized by a web of 
bilateral arrangements with a number of multilateral frameworks in 
place.

traditionally, AseAn member-states had preferred unilateral or 
bilateral arrangements over multilateral frameworks for security coop-
eration due to the absence of a collective identity, which would drive 
the need for a more coordinated response from concerned states. 

Although historically bound, especially with colonial footings of 
southeast Asian nations, they lack the collective identity that would 
justify the need for greater cooperation amongst them.i

further, some AseAn member-states are not keen on entertaining 
proposals for multilateral security frameworks, to avoid the impres-
sion that the organization has been evolving towards a military pact. 
however, there has been an increase in multilateral frameworks on 
defense and security cooperation in recent years, signaling that there 
have been changes in the domestic and/or regional environment that 
prompts states to forge multilateral cooperation.

cooperation among AseAn navies is manifested in various agree-
ments implemented, port visits, exercises, and exchanges conducted. 

Agreements usually cover information/intelligence-sharing, 
border patrol and training, and exercises provisions.

Japanese naval ships docked in Subic Bay, Olongapo on 2-May-2017 
for a three-day port call before it heads home to Japan. Source: Global 
Nation Inqirer.net Photo credit: Philippine Navy
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port visits on the other hand are usual activities conducted by 
AseAn navies to show and reaffirm amicable relations with the host 
country while exercises and exchanges are aimed at creating patterns 
of interaction and at emphasizing mutual gains for involved parties.

Why do navies cooperate?

cooperation between and 
among navies in southeast Asia is 
driven by the perceived advantages 
in achieving the state’s objective 
of developing force multipliers, 
promoting professionalism and 
employing naval diplomacy.

first, navies enhance interoper-
ability through cooperative activities 
such as exercises and exchanges, 
with the ultimate goal of force multi-
plication. A force multiplier in this 
context does not connote forging 
alliances to combine military forces 
against a common threat, usually 
understood as a threat from another 
state. AseAn navies rather involve 
themselves in bilateral and multi-
lateral cooperative mechanisms 
to more effectively and efficiently 
address non-traditional maritime 
security threats.

As observed, AseAn navies cooperate with intra-regional and 
inter-regional navies to combine their capabilities and capacities to 
effectively address these threats, which would be difficult to address 
unilaterally. for instance, navies do not operate with perfect informa-
tion given their limited maritime situational awareness capability.

however, with the creation of multilateral information-sharing 
portals, they are able to contribute information while receiving new 
ones. such framework enhances the capability of other navies to 
identify threats in their maritime 
domain, and enables them to inter-
dict or respond to distress.

Another case in point is in the 
area of humanitarian Assistance 
and disaster relief (hAdr) opera-
tions. since the devastation due to 
natural and man-made disasters 
is immense, national capabili-
ties and resources are becoming 
insufficient to respond to, in order 
to provide relief to affected popu-
lations. the regional experience 
during the Boxing day tsunami, 
cyclone nargis and typhoon 
haiyan led to the recognition that 
the participation and contribu-
tion of other states, particularly 
through their navies, could greatly augment and support the national 
efforts in hAdr operations.

second, promoting professionalism is considered an objective for 
AseAn navies to cooperate. Although there is no common and defini-
tive definition of professionalism used among AseAn militaries, it 
could be inferred that professionalism involves the proper conduct of 

Philippines purchased 3 LCHs, in addition to 2 LCHs donated by 
Australia’s Royal Navy, to bolster troops, equipment, aid transport and 
HDR operations. Source: Manila Livewire.com

military personnel in accomplishing their tasks and responsibilities.

regular exchanges with other navies allow greater personnel 
interaction, which in turn provides them with adequate time to 
gather insights on how other navy personnel conduct themselves.

Lastly, navies cooperate with 
other navies to employ naval 
diplomacy. ken Booth argues that 
states build navies to execute mili-
tary, constabulary and diplomatic 
functions to ensure that they 
are able to use the sea to their 
advantage. unlike military and 
constabulary roles, naval diplo-
macy entails the use of competent 
and well-equipped navies for 
political gains in circumstances 
short of war.ii

thus, aside from their war 
fighting capability, navies are 
also perceived as instruments of 
foreign policy – a role where they 
are able to support their nation’s 
foreign policy objectives.

ASEAN Navies: A Way Ahead

protecting a rules-based 
community, AseAn navies are essen-
tial in maintaining peace and order in 

the seas connecting southeast Asia and the world. Maintaining peace and 
building trust are vital for robust maritime cooperation, especially for coun-
tries surrounding the south china sea.

Amidst various maritime disputes, navies are at the forefront of 
upholding the commitments and interests of each country, and versa-
tility is key to keep the navies relevant as various situations arise.

in this way, the AseAn navies will play more significant roles in 
ensuring peace and stability in the 
region while upholding the unique 
maritime identity of the southeast 
Asian region.

each navy has its own 
strengths it can lend to the 
region, especially with numerous 
adaptable capabilities to support 
tasks across the operational 
spectrum. information-sharing, 
people-to-people and tech-
nology exchanges are important 
pillars in cooperation. thus, 
navies should further enhance 
their mechanisms for informa-
tion exchange and civil-military 
operations in order to harness 
the skills and expertise of the 

AseAn’s best assets — its people.   
_____________________
i  Amtav Acharya, Constructing a Security Community in Southeast Asia: ASEAN and 

the Problem of Regional Order, London: Routledge, 2001. 
ii  James R. Homes, “Why hold an International Fleet Review? Insights from Ken Booth,” 

Naval Diplomacy and Maritime Power Projection: Proceedings of the Royal Australian 
Navy Sea Power Conference, Andrew Forbes (ed), 2013. 

The Izumo helicopter carrier will make stops in Singapore, Indonesia, the 
Philippines, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka before joining the Malabar Joint 
Naval Exercise with Indian and U.S. naval vessels in the Indian Ocean 
in July 2017, and will return to Japan in August. "The aim is to test the 
capability of the Izumo by sending it out on an extended mission. It will 
train with the U.S. Navy in the South China Sea." Source: NBCnews.com. 
Photo credit: Kim Kyng Hoon /Reuters
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World's Biggest Ever  
Maritime Drone Contract

by Jessica Penny

Martek Marine (Martek) has been awarded a ground 
breaking 2-year remotely piloted Aircraft services (rpAs) 
contract from the european Maritime safety Agency 

(eMsA). the services offered will fulfil part of the world’s largest ever 
maritime drone contract.

part of a five-year eMsA strategy of improving coast guard moni-
toring and surveillance of maritime activity valued at eur 67 million, the 
service provision from Martek not only includes the rPAs, commonly 
known as drones, but also the pilots, long-range antennae, mission 
control vehicles and ground crew. video and drone sensor data will be 
streamed live to a control centre, to allow eu Member states to make 
prompt decisions on intervention actions.

rPAs will be used to perform beyond visual line of sight (BvLos) 
operations and will assist with (a) border control activities, (b) search 
& rescue operations, (d) monitoring of pollution, and (e) detection of 
illegal fishing, and (f ) detection of drug and people trafficking.

A typical surveillance task involves the deployment of a drone 
from the deck of a ship to a specified area of interest. the drone then 
collects requested surveillance information before sending it, in addi-
tion to payload data, to the users.

the chosen specification of drones under the eMsA contract 
are of compact design, making them extremely manoeuvrable in 
addition to having the ability to start and land vertically from both 
shore and vessels. focusing on short-range operations, the drones 
will be equipped with the latest sensors designed for maritime 

surveillance. to operate effectively in the harsh maritime environ-
ment, the technology has been developed to withstand storm force 
wind and heavy rain, snow and salt spray.

Martek group’s ceo, Paul luen, says: “This contract sets us up for 
major expansion as THE maritime drone experts.  More world firsts will be 
delivered by us in this exciting technology field during 2017, as we launch 
further disruptive drone services.”

Martek’s continued contractual success follows the company 
being awarded a previous €10M contract by eMsA for ship engine 
emission monitoring using rPAs in november 2016. Martek's sister 
company, CoPtrz, provided consultancy on both contracts.

Paul luen, Mike Pringle and steve Coulson formed Martek 
Marine to offer pioneering solutions to improve safety, performance 
& welfare on ships.  Martek Marine is now a global business supplying 
services to over 80 countries. it has grown to be the current world 
leader in marine engine emissions analysis systems.

in response to customer demand in 2015, the company established its 
Martek drones division to bring this new technology to the marine market.

the Martek Marine product range is extensive and now includes 
the recently launched total maritime telemedicine solution, ivital™. 
Martek Marine’s accreditations include iso 9001; investors in people 
(gold); the institute of customer service; Queen’s Awards for industry; 
and sunday times fast track 100. 

visit www.martek-marine.com for more information on the maritime 
drone and telemedicine solution.  
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Protecting Blue Economy  
Requires Survey Vessel  

Investment
by Defence IQ

with investment into new, multi-role naval vessels and 
submarines increasing worldwide, and projections on the 
Blue economy suggesting its worth at $2.4 trillion per 

year, now is an opportune moment to reflect on the utility of oceano-
graphic survey vessels (osv) and other surveying capabilities.

Ahead of this year's osv Conference on 21-22 june in London, uk, 
the defence iq undertook a survey of its community on the demands 
and priorities of osvs as a means for both security and development.

Q1: Considering current budgets and security threats, is investment 
into oceano/hydrographic survey capabilities and capacities now more 
justified or less justified?

A: the majority of respondents see greater justification for invest-
ment into modern survey capabilities.

Q2: Do you believe your nation’s naval oceano/ hydrographic survey 
requirements are best served by a single, large highly capable multi-role 
vessel or by several smaller vessels?

A: while almost half of respondents favor a fleet of small, specialist 
vessel types, many preferred a tandem approach, citing the complexity 
of the waters and the variance of size and access from oceans to chan-
nels. however, even within this segment of responses, there is a gulf of 
differing opinion over whether multi-role or task-specific solutions are 
most- cost and operation-specific.

 maritime security 
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q3: In what area of technology in this domain will see the most invest-
ment over the next 5-10 years?

A: unmanned and autonomous systems are far and wide the most 
likely to see the biggest share of investment into oceano/hydrographic 
technology in the coming years. processing of greater volumes of data 
is also likely to see reasonable levels of investment compared to more 
conventional equipment.

q4: In what area of technology will the most significant innovations in 
this domain emerge within the next 5-10 years?

A: perhaps owing to the levels of investment projections, innova-
tions are likely to arise on par with the amount of funds channeled into 
these solutions.

q5: Which of the following capabilities do you believe can benefit 
most from new or enhanced hydrographic survey capacity?

A: perhaps inevitably, all capabilities mentioned ranked an aggre-
gate of ‘important’. of those, Maritime security and eeZ protection, 
being the broadest of needs, ranked highest in priority.

q6: Selecting all that apply, which defense capabilities in your nation’s 
Navy do you believe could benefit most in the near-term from further 
oceano/hydrographic investment?

A: responders were invited to select all categories that they felt 
were pertinent. As such, the cumulative results show that submarine 
operations are marginally seen as being most likely to benefit from 
better oceano/hydrographic data than any other defense capability.

q7: Beyond the need for navigational charts and maps, how impor-
tant as a percentage is the management of the Blue Economy as a 
justification for investment into new survey capabilities?

A: Management of the Blue economy has significant influence when it 
comes to justifying investment into modern surveys, being important to the 
balance of economy, security, environment and overall nation development. 

				

 maritime security 
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ICTSI Manila hits 2M TEU Milestone

Awarding of commemorative plaques (from left):  Captain Li Qinghua, SITC Osaka Vessel Master; Huang Ping, SITC Import Assistant Manager; 
Christian R. Gonzalez; Qing Quan; and Carmelo Tejero, SITC Senior Operations Manager.

the Manila international Container terminal (Mict), inter-
national Container terminal services, inc.’s (ictsi) flagship 
operation and the philippines’ largest, most technologically 

advanced container terminal, capped 2016 with a milestone as it reached 
its first year-to-date two millionth teu move last december.  nominated 
among the world’s top container terminals for several years, the MiCt has 
an annual capacity of 2.75 million twenty-foot equivalent units (teu).

the 2 millionth teu container was offloaded from sitC osaka, 
which is operated by chinese megaliner sitC Container lines. the 
container vessel originated from ningbo in china. sitC is one of Mict’s 
longtime clients with regular vessel calls to the port of Manila. MiCt 
reached its first 1 million-teu move in december 2002.

Christian r. gonzalez, iCtsi senior vice president and regional head 
of Asia-pacific at MiCt, and qing quan, sitC container Lines philippines, 
inc. general Manager, held a ceremony to commemorate the milestone.

“today represents a significant achievement for MiCt as we 
continue with our mandate to provide the highest level of service to 
our clients and stakeholders, most especially to the filipino people.  
As the gateway to the philippine market, Mict consistently seeks to 
improve our operational efficiency to ensure fast and uninterrupted 
flow of trade in and out of the port,” said Mr. gonzalez.

terminal utilization at the MiCt has significantly improved since 
the completion of yard 7 late in november 2015.  yard 7, which is part 
of MiCt’s php5 billion expansion project, increased the terminal’s 
capacity by 18 percent from 2.5 million to 2.75 million teus.

the 2 million milestone also triggers a multi-billion peso capacity 
improvement commitment with the Philippine Ports Authority 

that requires ictsi to commission five additional post-panamax quay 
cranes along with corresponding yard equipment, and build at least 
another berth by 2019.

Also, key to achieving the 2 million teu milestone was the rollout 
the terminal Appointment Booking system (tABs), an online 
container booking platform, in october 2015, which significantly 
improved and optimized the flow of trucks in and out of the terminal.

Mr. gonzalez explains: “the construction of yard 7 and the imple-
mentation of tABs last year gave us the flexibility and efficiency we 
need to perform optimally.  we have more projects in the pipeline like 
the revival of the rail line which will link MiCt with laguna gateway 
inland Container terminal.”

Aside from establishing an intermodal link between its Manila and 
Laguna terminals, iCtsi also submitted a proposal to the philippine 
department of transportation to build the Cavite gateway terminal 
(cgt), a usd30 million common-user barge and roll on–roll off 
terminal in tanza, cavite.  the 115,000-teu facility that will be built 
in a six-hectare property, will also be directly linked with MiCt.  the 
transshipping of cargo from MiCt to Cgt and vice-versa will serve the 
dynamic economic activity of cavite, and lessen the number of truck 
trips in Manila by approximately 140,000 annually.

in closing, Mr. gonzalez said, “All of these projects are aimed at 
maximizing the efficiency of our operation and ensuring uninterrupted 
movement in the supply chain regardless of the season or fluctuation 
in demand.  we continue to work with our stakeholders and partners 
in the government in formulating and implementing strategies for the 
benefit of the industry and the national economy.”  

 Ports & Harbors Ports & Harbors
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PPA Revisits Ro-Ro Highway to Check 
Continued Viability  
for Trade, Tourism

the Philippine Ports Authority (ppA) is revisiting in 2017 its 
roll on-roll off (ro-ro) Port system in order to maintain its 
viability to the trade and tourism sector, more than a decade 

after its inception.

it is also a response of the agency to the call from the private sector, 
specifically ro-ro operators, to improve the facilities amid their initia-
tives to modernize the country’s fleet.

ppA general Manager Jay daniel 
r. santiago explained that initially, his 
agency is collaborating with the Manila 
sports Car Club (Mscc) to traverse the 
western node of the ro-ro highway.

the Western Nautical highway 
is composed of the ports of Batangas, 
Mindoro, caticlan, iloilo, Bacolod, 
dumaguete and dapitan in Zamboanga 
registering massive growth percent-
ages since it was launched in 2003.

“the ro-ro system is the most effi-
cient means to connect the country’s 
islands, which is why it is important to 
guarantee its continued viability for 
trade and tourism,” santiago stressed.

“with the influx of bigger, high-
capacity and sophisticated ro-ro vessels, we need a responsive port 
system to cater to these demands,” santiago said.

“the MsCC, whose members own vintage and classic vehicles, will 
experience the ports capability to handle ordinary commuter vehicles. 
if the ports can handle the special requirements of these unique vehi-
cles then surely, our ports can definitely handle the requirements of 
everyday vehicles,” santiago added.

the visit will also provide usable data and feedback from port users 
on how to further improve port operations.

After the Western Nautical highway, to follow suit are the Central 
Nautical highway and eastern seaboard. 

the Central Nautical highway links pilar, sorsogon and Balingoan 
in cagayan de oro while the eastern Nautical highway, which is a 

link between the province of Biliran, 
western Leyte and surigao city.

the modernization and expansion 
of the operations of the ro-ro system 
is one of the top priorities identified by 
the current administration to maintain 
inter-island connectivity.

the government continues to 
encourage additional private sector 
investments in roro operations partic-
ularly in areas where there is a huge 
traffic volume.

in 2003, the Arroyo government 
issued a policy to promote ro-ro, a 
system designed to carry rolling stock 
cargo that does not require cranes for 
loading or unloading.

the strong republic Nautical 
highway is one of former president Arroyo’s priority programs to 
ensure fast and economical movement of goods and people, and to 
boost domestic tourism and trade.

the Asian development Bank earlier said the ro-ro system had 
cut the cost of the transport system as well as the travel time in the 
philippines.  

 Ports & Harbors Ports & Harbors
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ICTSI and DOTr Launch  
the Country's First  

Container Barge Terminal
international Container terminal services, inc. (ictsi), in 

partnership with the Philippine department of transporta-
tion (dotr) recently launched the development of the coun-

try's first container roll-on roll-off barge terminal in tanza, cavite.  
to be built on a six-hectare 
property, the soon-to-be cavite 
gateway terminal (cgt) will 
facilitate off-the-road seaborn 
transport of containers between 
ictsi’s Manila international 
container terminal and cavite.

the project is in line with 
dotr’s national transport plan, 
which aims to utilize nautical 
highways more efficiently for the 
movement of goods.  phase 1, 
which will cost usd 30 million (php 
1.5 billion), features an annual 

capacity of 115,000 teus – equivalent to 140,000 fewer truck trips on 
city roads each year.  the terminal will be integrated with other major 
Luzon port facilities for more cost-effective and time-bound access to 
the cavite market.  

photo shows the project inau-
guration with (from left): christian 
r. gonzalez, ictsi vice president 
and head of Asia pacific and Mict; 
Arthur r. tugade, dotr secretary; 
enrique k. razon jr., ictsi 
chairman and president; former 
cavite governor juanito remulla 
jr.; and tanza city Mayor yuri A. 
pacumio.  Behind them can be 
seen the area where the terminal 
will rise and the southern portion 
of the Manila Bay where the 
causeway will be constructed.  

 Ports & Harbors maritime safety
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ECDIS: Everything you need to know
by Jess Penny, Martek Marine

with the August deadline looming for ship owners to have 
electronic Chart display and information systems 
(eCdis) installed on their vessels, this two-part article 

takes a brief look at why eCdis was brought in, the key regulations 
behind it, the latest trends in eCdis technology and what the future 
might hold for eCdis innovation.

Part i. regulations behind eCdis

Born in the 80’s. the international Maritime organization (iMo) 
and the international hydrographic organization (iho) began 
discussions centred on electronic charts back in the mid-eighties. now, 
electronic chart technology is revolutionising the marine navigation 
community.

the implementation of eCdis is offering safer and cost-effective 
navigation for the global maritime industry. eCdis provides contin-
uous positional and navigational safety information and generates 
alarms when the vessel is in proximity to navigational hazards.

in addition to dramatically improving safety, automatic eCdis 
capabilities such as —navigation, route monitoring, automated elec-
tronic navigational chart (eNC) updating, and automated estimated 
time of arrival calculation— reduce 
what have traditionally been very 
laborious tasks.

iMo adopted revised regula-
tions: eCdis meets chart carriage 
requirements. performance stand-
ards for electronic charts were 
adopted in 1995; and in 2000, iMo's 
Maritime safety Committee (MsC), 
adopted a revised chapter v (safety 
of navigation) of the international 
convention for the safety of life at 
sea (solAs) which came into force 
on 1-july-2002.

regulation 19 of the new chapter 
v relates to carriage requirements for ship-borne navigational systems 
and equipment and allows eCdis to be accepted as meeting the chart 
carriage requirements of the regulation.

the latest regulation requires all ships, irrespective of size, to carry 
nautical charts and nautical publications to plan and display the ship's 
route for the intended voyage, and to plot and monitor positions 
throughout the voyage. the ship must also carry back-up arrange-
ments if electronic charts are used either fully or partially.

ship-owners must have eCdis installed before August 2017. 
the international electrotechnical Commission (ieC) and the iMo’s 
sweeping changes to eCdis standards under ieC 61174, the testing 
standard for type Approval of eCdis, mean that ship owners must 
have eCdis installed before August 2017. in the event of non-compli-
ance, the implications are serious. A flag state inspection could lead to 
heavy fines, or detention.

Performance standards are introduced. without doubt, eCdis 
is a major step forward in safe ship operation, and is a brilliant way 
to reduce operational cost whilst increasing levels of safety. to reduce 
navigational risk further still, performance standards for electronic 
charts were adopted in 1995 by iMo’s resolution A.817 (19), which was 

amended in 1996 by resolution Msc.64 (67) to reflect back-up arrange-
ments in case of ecdis failure. Additional amendments were made in 
1998 by resolution Msc 86 (70) to permit operation of eCdis in raster 
Chart display systems (rCds) mode.

the simplest way to provide a back-up? install a secondary 
eCdis. rCds mode uses raster charts, which are visual scans of a 
paper chart that are an integrated, computer-based, navigational tool. 
the tool uses charts issued by, or under the authority of, a national 
hydrographic office, together with automatic and continuous, elec-
tronic positioning.  More complex than raster charts, vector charts use 
digitally mapping which allows the information to be used in a more 
sophisticated way. in a vector chart, you can click on a specific feature 
to drill down for further information.

Although excellent to have as a back-up arrangement, the resolu-
tion states that ship-owners must not rely on rCds mode alone as it 
does not have the full functionality of eCdis, and must only be used 
together with an appropriate portfolio of up-to-date paper charts. A 
good example of this is that rCds mode doesn’t allow the display of 
a ship’s safety contour, or safety depth and highlight it on the display, 
unless these features are manually entered during route planning.

sounds complicated? you can 
go for the simpler option: install a 
secondary eCdis (known as a dual 
system) connected to an independent 
power supply and gps position input.

Part ii. the latest trends in eCdis 
technology that are shaking up the 
maritime industry

What’s next for eCdis? the 
development of eCdis is an ongoing 
process based on user needs, tech-
nology advancements and the 
constant drive to further navigation 
safety. some of the latest, high-specifi-

cation products boast fresh, innovative features and ground- breaking 
technology, so it’s not surprising that they are catching the eye of the 
largest shipping companies across the globe.

An integrated one-stop-shop. sadly, some mariners still don’t 
have the option to buy all of the eNCs required for a voyage within a 
single, integrated service. But for an increasing number of those at sea, 
getting the eNCs is a breeze.

More advanced eCdis systems, such as Martek Marine’s ieCdis™, 
is easy to operate and offers multiple chart update options, including 
email, dvd, and cd-roM. with the system’s 'intelligent ichart innovation,' 
there is no need to manually update charts. the newly patented 4g 
mobile antennae automatically updates charts every time the vessel 
enters dock, meaning charts will never be out of date, giving peace of 
mind that any unnecessary fines or punishments will be avoided.

Non-existent maintenance fees. it’s well known that moving parts 
equate to on-going maintenance, which can be both costly and disrup-
tive. some of the latest, expertly designed eCdis products on the market 
have no moving parts, and therefore offer no ongoing maintenance fees.

Martek Marine’s range of eCdis products are designed as a 
rugged, and military-grade specification for durability. Being robust 
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pieces of equipment, they can cope with harsh maritime conditions. 
the systems come with a top of the range, glare-resistant screen as a 
standard feature.

No long-term contracts. traditional eCdis products required a 
huge level of capital investment, topped off with a long-term contract. 
reputable companies are starting to offer flexible payment solutions, 
as well as the option to hire the eCdis package instead of buying it, 
meaning no up-front capital investment is required.

top suppliers are going the extra mile. take Martek Marine, 
who is offering a free no-obligation project plan. Martek’s special-
ists carry out an assessment of a company’s requirements and write a 
detailed project plan, identifying exactly what type of eCdis system 
is needed, what needs to happen and when, to ensure eCdis is 
installed and crew are fully trained ahead of the August compliance 
deadline.

flexible training, rapid installation and comprehensive after-sales 
options. customers want a full-service package when it comes to 
fulfilling their training, installation and after-sales needs, particularly 
when technical equipment and technology is involved.

reputable eCdis suppliers are offering a range of options to 
suit different customer requirements. Martek Marine offers flex-
ible service packages and a range of optional extras, including 
comprehensive compliance reviews that are making things easier 
for shipping companies. specialised training options which are 
delivered in a classroom setting, or on-board a vessel, are helping to 
maintain optimum productivity by limiting lost work time. system 
installation is both quick and easy, wherever the vessel is in the 
world at any time.

safer navigation through improved hydrographic data. it’s not 
just the eCdis suppliers who are busy doing their bit to advance navi-
gation safety. governments are playing their part too. have you heard 
about the latest news surrounding hydrographic data?

hydrography is the science that measures and describes the 
physical features of bodies of water and the land close by. the data is 
used in: nautical charts, sailing directions, lists of lights, tide tables, and 
other nautical publications with the aim of addressing safe navigation.

All ships are required to carry "adequate and up-to-date charts" 
under solAs chapter v (regulation 20) to assist in navigation. in 1983, 
iMo adopted a resolution referring to the importance of the provision 
of accurate and up-to-date hydrographic information to safety of navi-
gation, and noted that many areas had not been surveyed to modern 
standards.

the resolution was adopted after representation from the iho, 
which had informed iMo of the inadequacy of nautical charts of many 
sea areas, due to dependence on old hydrographic surveys, and noted 
that in order to develop up-to-date charts for these areas, substantial 
technical cooperation would be required between developed and 
developing coastal states on a regional basis.

contracting governments are therefore coordinating their activities 
to ensure that hydrographic and nautical information is made available 
on a world-wide scale as timely, reliably, and unambiguously as possible 
which will ultimately lead to safer navigation globally.

with the August eCdis deadline looming, it doesn't pay to 
bury your head in the sand. visit www.martek-marine.com/iecdis-
electronic-chart-display-and-information-system-ecdis for more 
information and contact the team. you will receive a free iplan eCdis 
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PRS Rebrands, Expands,  
and Offers More Value

philippine register of shipping, inc. (Prs) is the first and 
leading filipino classification society established since 1989. 
Prs is driven by the most competent technical professionals 

from the philippine maritime industry and is backed by the society of 
Naval Architects and Marine engineers, inc. (sonAMe).

rebrands. Prs responds to the changing maritime landscape and 
rebranded its corporate image last May 2016 with modern logos, 
and adopted the “safe seas Always” advocacy – “safe seas” not only 
connoting calm seas but also safe ships classed by Prs.

Prs’ Manila and cebu offices have been newly renovated and 
moved to locations nearest to their shipping clients.  prs’ new offices 
are located at t.M. kalaw Avenue, ermita, Manila; and M.j. cuenco 
Avenue, in front of plaza independencia, cebu city.  prs has also 
opened its newest office in general santos, Mindanao.

expands. subsidiary companies have been established, namely the 
Prs technical services, inc. (prs tech) offering marine consultancy 
services and the Prs quality Assurance, inc. (prs QA) offering manage-
ment system certification services to the philippine maritime industry.

Prs teCh services offer:

 � h&M and p&i condition surveys
 � on hire / off hire surveys
 � pre-purchase surveys
 � towage Approval surveys
 � grounding and collision surveys
 � cargo damage surveys and investigations
 � pollution surveys
 � fire investigations
 � expert witness
 � risk evaluation and Analysis
 � superintendency and repair supervision
 � naval Architecture and ship design

PRS Shares expertise in the 2016 SONAME Technical Seminar at 
H2O Hotel, Manila Ocean Park.
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10. trustee: engr. jose flores
11. trustee: engr. roberto oliveros
12. trustee: engr. edward cruz
13. trustee: capt. ronald enrile
14. trustee: c/e Alfredo haboc
15. trustee: Mr. roberto umali

congratulations to the new and stronger leadership who are 
tasked to sustain our “safe seas Always” advocacy for a safer maritime 
philippines.   

From left to right:  Capt. Ronald Enrile; Engr. Jose Flores; C/E Alejandro Balaoing; Mr. Roberto Umali; Atty. David Angelo Abesames; Engr. Rolando 
Abella; Engr. Sammuel Lim; Engr. William Hernandez; Engr. Thaddeus Jovellanos; Engr. Roberto Oliveros; Engr. Edward Cruz; C/E Michael 
Armamento; Atty. Auguto Perez (not in photo are C/E Alfredo Haboc and Mr. Carlos Yturzaeta, CPA).

 � project cargo surveys
 � nickel ore Loading surveys
 � Management system development consultancy
 � jh143 shipyard and risk Assessment surveys

Prs qA services offer:

 � iso certification of various management systems, validation and 
verification of these management systems in compliance with 
national and international standards; and

 � public or in-company training events (like iso trainings) includ-
ing customized training solutions or multi-disciplinary training 
which can better equip companies in implementing their man-
agement system.

Prs supports MAriNA with latest technology on Probabilistic 
damage stability Calculations. As the 31-october-2016 deadline 
which was later postponed to january 2017 for MAriNA circular 
2015-08 on rules and regulations on subdivision and damage stability 
requirements nears, Prs has signed a Memorandum of Agreement last 
26-september-2016 with the Maritime industry Authority (MArinA) 
and the soNAMe to further support MAriNA in its capacity-building 
for the full implementation of this important circular.

the Prs was the main presenter during the 2016 soNAMe 
technical seminar held last 28-october-2016 at h2o hotel, Manila. 
the technical event is annually organized by soNAMe. it coincided 
with their Annual general Membership Meeting and oath taking of 
the 2016 Professional regulation Commission (prc) Board Passers 
for Naval Architects.

the Prs held its Annual general Membership Meeting and election 
of Board of trustees recently on 01-March-2017, and subsequently 
elected its new set of officers for 2017-2018 last 15-March-2017 at its 
Manila headquarters. the first and largest filipino classification society 
is now led by the following, whose terms commenced on 01-April-2017.

list of Prs officers and trustees:

1. chairman: engr. sammuel Lim
2. vice chairman: engr. rolando Abella
3. president: engr. william hernandez
4. vice president: engr. thaddeus jovellanos
5. treasurer: Mr. carlos yturzaeta, cpA
6. secretary: Atty. david Angelo Abesames
7. Legal counsel: Atty. Agusto perez
8. trustee: c/e Michael Armamento
9. trustee: c/e Alejandro r. Balaoing
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Assessment of Operability of Ship 
Systems and Combat Engagement 

Capabilities of A Frigate
by Captain Tomas D. Baino PN (Ret)

iNtroduCtioN 

the primary mission of a frigate is to defend and strike. the 
threat assessment is a very crucial factor in the design, 
combat system outfit and capabilities of a frigate. An 

in-depth study and analysis defines the parameters of the ship’s 
naval architectural design with a variety of sensors, early warning, 
defensive and offensive capabilities that can match the characteris-
tics and capabilities of the threat in a very high intensity conflict or 
hostile battle environment.

this article highlights some comments and suggestions on 
the various requirements and considerations on the acquisition of 
a frigate. it tackles the how and what should be done in order to 
provide proper and effective combination of sensors, early warning 
and combat systems performance in order to predict the degree 
of success in neutralizing the perceived threat from the air, surface 
and sub-surface attacking hostile threat that will interfere in the 
mission of the frigate. fig. 1 is a typical combat system outfit of a 
frigate.

the scope of discussion is limited to the operational environment 
and climatic condition in the philippine areas of responsibility, Battle 
sphere in air, surface and sub-surface, engagement range, multiple 
attack and salvo fire, anti-shipping missile sensors, and the conclusion.

CoMMeNts ANd suggestioNs for the frigAte 
teChNiCAl sPeCifiCAtioN/ACquisitioN of the 
PhiliPPiNe NAvy

the term “fitted for But Not With” (ffBnw) is a misleading state-
ment and it’s very risky to use this as terms of reference.  it is accurate 
to say the words ”designed for But Not fitted With” (dfBnfw) 
which means in naval architectural terms, the space, volume, weight, 
strength, stability, displacement, power requirements, growth margin, 
etc. are taken into account (so that when specific types of equipment 
and weapons are available, all engineering aspects are considered, and 
the equipment/weapon can be readily installed).

equipment, sensors and weapon “No functionality degradation” 
is also misleading. this will never happen.  we cannot violate the prin-
ciples of physics and overcome the effects of nature.  it is proper to say 
that it can cope and adjust to compensate the effects of nature and still 
achieve the minimum performance and capabilities desired.

Maximum speed of 25 knots at 85% maximum continuous 
rating (MCr). Before adopting this parameter, let us consider first the 
total patrol areas in terms of square miles within our territorial waters. 
what is the distance of patrol areas from point to point? do we always 
need to go on hot pursuit operation, or is it to show a naval presence? 
do we go with the theory of Mahan or corbet? Mahan believes in 
having command of the sea, and success is about sinking the other 
fleet; while corbet believes in having an appearance of weakness that 
covers a reality of strength, placing greater emphasis on doing more 
with less, by using amphibious warfare directed at an enemy’s vulner-
able peripheries.

we must adopt an operating profile using the concept and princi-
ples of minimum propulsion systems operating time (low load factor) 
with longer hours of ship patrol time at sea. speed is very expensive. 
fuel is a valuable commodity in ship operation. the greater the speed, 
the higher load factor is absorbed by the engines and it imposes high 
stress and shortens the operational life of the engine. speed is a func-
tion of time and distance. how many miles do we need to cover per 
patrol duration? we must preserve the availability and readiness of the 
frigate’s propulsion system to prolong its useful and effective life (but 
first, we need a doctrine for our frigate as basis).

ship speed limits overall top speed while towed array is 
deployed. the vessel shall maintain a straight course. Maneuvering 
or changing course disturbs the surface towed Array sonar’s 

Figure 2Figure 1
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(surtAs) effectiveness. the ship will encounter hydrodynamic drag, 
increasing as a square function of velocity, and could tear the cable 
and its mooring hardware. the array could be damaged by contact 
on the seafloor or even damaged if bended too tightly. in shallow 
water, this is a very difficult task.

increased sea state operation. this can be better explained in 
terms of ship operability index (spi) at specific sea state condition 
(wave height, wavelength, wave crossing time/velocity, probability of 
occurrence and fetch) at sea areas, Area 40, sea area 52 and sea area 
41 of the philippine area of responsibility. A ship in seaway will never 
outdo the forces of nature. the ship will always encounter absolute 
motion amplitude, velocity and acceleration, motions relative to the 
sea, and motions relative to aircraft or aviation capability. there will 
be affected areas such as people and equipment, reduced efficiency 
of sonar, etc. and other performance degradation. preparation can 
only be done through the training of crew and identifying the limita-
tion of the ship performance spectrum in a ship polar performance 
diagram (fig. 2). we must specify the 12 values of a warship’s perfor-
mance criteria.

Changes in the environmental Conditions. A propulsion system 
performs better in cold regions than in tropical waters because of the 
increase in temperature in the latter. engine brakehorse power rating 
encounters a minimal percentage of reduction of power in tropical 
regions.  heaters are needed in cold regions, and air-conditioning 
are needed in tropical waters. ship displacement is greater in tropical 
waters and lesser in cold regions; while seawater density is greater in 
cold water than in warm water ports. the frigate propulsion system 
will thus encounter functionality degradation in the philippine waters, 
with greater volume of displacement (greater frictional resistance). in 
contrast, the ship can operate well in cold regions.

hull form and layout for Allocation for vertical launch 
system and Missiles (vlsM) and surface towed Array soNAr 
(surtAs). the vLs is normally mounted at the forward section 
between the bow and the bridge while the towed Array sonAr is 
placed at the aft section of the hull. this concept will balance the 
trim moment forward and aft.  this is the main reason why they 
are mounted in opposite locations amid-ship to balance the trim. 
the towed array sonAr has a length of between 500 meters to 700 
meters while being towed behind the propeller.  the ship can exert 
maximum bollard pull in this arrangement. this are the governing 
parameters why they are located relatively in extremely opposite 
locations of the hull.

ship’s Length and displacement: why 95 meters long?  Are we now 
a blue water navy? ship length is dictated by her mission and operating 
environment. fig. 3 is a diagram of ship Motion in waves in relation to 
speed and length ratio, ship length vs. wavelength, where the ship will 
be at the zone of moderate motion.

electronic warfare capability. A significant element in electronic 
warfare of a warship is to evaluate first her own susceptibility of 
attraction by an attacking hostile munition/ordnance with guidance 
systems that could lock-on to the signature threshold of the target 
ship. using a decoy as a means of soft kill method will be useless and 
ineffective if the acoustic, infrared or radar signature threshold of the 
ship emits enormous amount of signature greater than the decoy. the 
sensor of attacking munition/ordnance will not respond (by attraction 
to the decoy) because what she can see is the predominant signature 
threshold of the frigate.

A Combat Management system being used by 1 or 2 foreign 
navies is meaningless. what we need is a system with proven combat 
reputation of success.

Figure 3
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helicopter support Measure. the parameter stated in the tech-
nical specification is lacking. it should include the four (4) stages of 
helicopter landing in a moving ship relative to the movement of the 
helicopter. these are approaches to landing on the ship: hovering 
while the ship is moving, landing on the ship’s helicopter deck grid, 
traversing from deck grid to hangar, and securing. the safety aspect of 
helicopter launching and recovery must be clearly identified especially 
in the polar performance diagram of the operability and seakeeping 
Performance index (spi) between the ship and helicopter windows 
of opportunity.  fig. 2 is a polar diagram of seakeeping characteristics 
of a warship.

Combination of deck guns, Missiles: torpedoes, counter-
Measure and ship signature threshold.  combination of the aforesaid 
combat system and countermeasure.  fig. 4 is an illustration of combat 
system engagement capabilities of graduated response and target 
prioritization. fig. 5 is the frigate’s battle envelope, outlining the 
forward edge of the circle sphere of influence; the capabilities of 
early warning, sensors and weapons must be based on this reference 
diagram.

AreA of oPerAtioNs ANd CliMAtiC CoNditioNs

sea clutter will result in a delayed radar target detection of 
incoming sea skimming anti-ship missiles. sea clutter affects tracking 
systems, both active radar and Line of sight systems (Los).  At low sea 
state conditions, it will degrade the close Line of sight (cLos) system 
because of the multipath problem. if sea clutter is due to rain and thun-
derstorm in a tropical region, it will degrade the radar‘s performance.

humidity and temperature. All electro-optical (eo) systems 
including passive infrared will degrade under continuous extreme 
high humidity and very high ambient temperatures.

electronic Warfare. the electronic warfare (ew) deployed by 
hostile forces can affect the surface to Air Missile in three (3) ways:

 � the tracking radar and guidance system of attacking missile may 
be degraded by jamming or use of decoys;

 � the active surveillance radar may be degraded by jamming; and
 � incoming sea skimming missile will then lock-on to the signature 
threshold of the ship.

eNgAgeMeNt rANge ANd MultiPle AttACk ANd 
sAlvo fire

Multiple Coordinated Attack. using surface to Air Missile defense 
to acquire a target is very difficult because of various target acquisition 
issues.  fig. 6 is a typical attack approach of anti-shipping missiles.

salvo fire:

 � target characteristic, height of flight, radar cross section, and 
exhaust temperature like the infrared signature;

 � Attacking anti-shipping missile speed; and
 � engagement condition (sea state, humidity and temperature in 
case of ir).

ANti-shiPPiNg Missile seNsors

Active homing system. A missile carries it own radar transmitter 
and receivers with which it acquires and tracks the target through a 
signature threshold of the target ship.

semi-Active homing system. the target is illuminated or guided 
by a separate transmitter, which is usually the firing ship or aircraft. the 
surface to Air Missile locks-on and tracks the reflected energy from the 
target signature threshold of the ship.

Passive homing system. the missile tracks and homes in to the 
emission from the target. this is a “fire and forget” system by which a 
missile tracks the infrared signature threshold of the target.

CoNClusioN

the frigate design consideration, capabilities and performance 
should be looked at in the context of the navy’s overall order of battle 
(orbat) assessment of the “threat” is a significant and ongoing task 
of military planners. realistic assessment and appraisal of potential 
hostile forces requires continual monitoring and re-appraisal by the 
intelligence community. A war-gaming scenario must be frequently 
conducted against a worst-case scenario, and there is a range of 
various options of case plans that can be formulated. such assessment 
of the forces of threat is necessary in establishing the level of our own 
force’s capability, skills, and training.  

				
__________
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Figure 6

Figure 7 is an illustrative example of SURTAS deployment.
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just over a year after it took delivery of the second of two-fast 
crew supplier (fCs) 3307 Patrol vessels, the homeland 
integrated offshore services limited (homeland) of nigeria 

has ordered one more of the same class with an option on a second, to 
be named Guardian 3 and Guardian 4.  Like their two predecessors, 
the two vessels are being supplied as a turnkey solution. the damen 
group is taking care of delivery and crew training, as well as the design 
and build. damen’s local service hub in port harcourt, nigeria, will 
ensure that damen engineers will handle maintenance, repairs, and 
any additional support.

homeland supports international oil companies working in 
nigeria’s offshore oil and gas fields by providing engineering, procure-
ment, construction, installation and security services. Like the first two 
vessels, the primary mission of the two new Guardians will be to carry 
out security patrols for the offshore production companies, as well 
as occasional transfers of crew and supplies. the 33-metre vessels will 
be fully compliant with the technical requirements of the production 
companies, and even exceeding them in the case of the top speed, 
which at 30 knots is 5 knots faster than the specification. 18 bunks will 
be fitted for crew and security personnel, who can remain on board for 
up to 4 weeks. the wheelhouse is bulletproof and additional equip-
ment includes 15 seats for crew transfers, thermal imaging, a diesel 
powered solAs fast rescue Craft, and an additional fuel separator 
to protect the engines and generators from contaminated fuel. three 
caterpillar/Mtu engines propel the vessel with a total power of 3500 
bkw.

other basic functions of the vessel are for quick crew supplier 
needs, maritime safety, search and rescue, and securing economical 
waters and coastal boundaries.

An integral part of the contract is the total care solution that damen 
is providing to homeland. the damen service hub in port harcourt 
has now been operating for two years and is manned by a technical 

manager and several specialist engineers, ready to render assistance 
and undertake a wide range of maintenance and repair tasks in order 
to minimize downtime. this level of local support is a service that very 
few other shipyards can offer. for maximum convenience, the vessels 
will be delivered on their own keel by damen crews from singapore 
to nigeria and following handover the homeland crew will each be 
given a week’s training before beginning operations.

homeland Managing director louis ekere commented, “Both 
us and our clients have been delighted with the performance of our 
first two fCs 3307 Patrol vessels. they remain the most capable craft 
of their type operating off the coast of nigeria and we already have 
charter contracts lined up for both of them. having the support of the 
damen local service hub gives us the utmost confidence that they 
will consistently operate at full capacity and capability.”

Already under construction as part of damen’s build-for-stock 
policy, the Guardian 3 is almost complete except for some additional 
items; and Guardian 4 will be ready within a few months, for delivery 
in the second quarter of 2017. 

Damen FCS 3307 Patrol Vessel 
ordered by Nigeria's Homeland

by Ben Littler
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WWF Photo by Roland Seitre

sustainability. indonesia is the biggest tuna-producing country in 
the world, contributing about 15% of global tuna production.

in the global fisheries market, tuna is an important commercial 
fish. tuna is widely distributed throughout the oceans of the world. 
they are grouped taxonomically in the family of Scrombridae, with 50 
species.

the main tuna species that are significant for commercial and 
recreational fisheries are blue-fin, yellow-fin, skipjack, albacore, and 
big-eye tuna.

Between the 1940’s and 1960’s, the annual world catch of the five 
principal market species of tuna rose from about 300,000 tons to about 
1,000,000 tons, most of it taken by the sustainable fishing method 
of hook and line. But with the development of the Purse seine net, 
which is now the predominant fishing gear, the catches have risen to 
more than 4,000,000 tons annually during the last few years. this has 
raised a global issue of sustainability. 

skipjacks are the smallest of the commercially important tuna species. 
canned light tuna consists primarily of skipjack. it can be sold as fresh or 
frozen. this small tuna species is resilient to fishing pressure because of 
their short life span, rapid growth, and high reproduction rates. 

		

Friend of the Sea is an international certification program for 
products from sustainable fisheries and aquaculture. Over 500 
companies in more than 50 countries have relied on Friend of the 
Sea to assess the sustainable origin of their seafood.  Accredited 
independent certification bodies run audits, based on the best 
and the most updated available scientific data. Recently the 
program has expanded to the certification of sustainable ship-
ping, ornamental fish and whale watching operator. 

Friend of the Sea  
Certifies Indonesian PT Karyacipta 

Buanasentosa Tuna
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

pt karyacipta Buanasentosa (pt kcBs), an indonesian tuna 
catch and processing company, wholly owned by yamako 
Pacific Pte ltd, has recently obtained the friend of the sea 

certification for skipjack and yellowfin tuna. the company complies 
with all friend of the sea requirements and can now display the offi-
cial seal of approval on its products.

All tuna species are fished through Pole and line method, without 
affecting or damaging the seabed, by friend of the sea approved 
vessels, in the western central part of the pacific ocean. this fishing 
method prevents any overfishing or the stocks being overexploited in 
those areas. in addition, all fleets are in compliance with the manage-
ment measures and there is no bycatch of any endangered species.

the friend of the sea-certified suppliers also implemented an effi-
cient waste management system to reduce pollution and optimizing 
all resources.

“Achieving the Friend of the Sea certification is an important 
step forward for PT KCBS and it reinforces our sustainability efforts,” 
says Masayuki takaku, Pt kCBs general Manager. “It sends a very 
clear message to our customers and suppliers regarding our continual 
commitment to sustainability. We are very proud to have achieved this 
recognition,” he added.

Pt kCBs is an environmentally friendly and sustainable Pole and 
line fishing operation and Proton freeze processing company located 
in Maumere flores, indonesia. this company was incorporated more 
than 10 years ago and is specialized in tuna catching and processing.

its Proton freeze equipment produces katsuoboshi (smoked 
skipjack tuna) and saku (sashimi grade yellowfin tuna) that meet 
the stringent japanese import standards, and are well received in the 
japanese market.

Photo Credit: Yamako Pacific
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Irrawaddy Dolphins in the Philippines
by Vicky Viray-Mendoza

the irrawaddy dolphin belongs to the scientific family Delphi-
nidae (marine dolphin), and Orcaella brevirostris species. sir 
richard owen first identified the irrawaddy dolphin in 1866. 

it lives in shallow tropical and sub-tropical waters near coasts, and 
at the mouth of rivers or estuaries, land semi-enclosed lakes, bays, 
sounds and mangroves in southeast Asian countries like Bangladesh, 
cambodia, india, indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, philippines, 
thailand, and vietnam. however, its range can reach southern new 
guinea and northern Australia.  it is not a river dolphin but rather an 
oceanic dolphin that enters rivers with the ability to adapt to varied 
levels of salinities, and reside there.

this species has a large rounded melon-head with the indistinct 
short beak of the Brevirostris. it has a short and blunt triangular dorsal 
fin, and long and broad flippers. the porpoise is smaller and has flat 
rectangular teeth. the irrawaddy dolphin has 12-19 peg-like teeth 
on each side of its jaw, and a long mouth-line that gives a “smiling” 
appearance. At birth, it has a length of about 3.3 feet, and can reach up 
to 9 feet as an adult. it has a birth weight of about 22 lbs and can weigh 
up to 440 lbs as an adult, with a lifespan of about 30 years.

irrawaddy dophins are slaty blue to slaty gray throughout its 
back, with a slightly paler underside. they look like Belugas but being 
an Orcelle (little orca) genus, they are actually taxonomically closely 
related to the killer whale, orca.

the irrawaddy dolphin is named after Myanmar’s Ayeyarwaddy 
river. it is called Pesut in indonesia; Ph’sout in cambodia; and Empesut 
in Malaysia. in the philippines, it is called Lampasut by tagbanuas, or 
Lumba-lumba by tagalogs and visayans.

Behavior. the irrawaddy dolphin is not so easily spotted because 
it surfaces in a rolling fashion, and then lifts its fluked tail clear of the 
water for a deep dive when alarmed. it swims slowly but when chased 
by motorboats, can swim at 12-16 mph. it likes to spit streams of water 
from its mouth while spyhopping -- a vertical half-rise above water 
performed to view its surroundings. it can stay submerged up to 12 
minutes, and typically dives every 30 seconds to 2 minutes. it does not 
bow-ride like other dolphins.

the irrawaddy is rarely solitary. it moves as a group of 2-6 or 
10 individuals, but can sometimes congregate to as many as 25 in 
deep pools. communication is through clicks, creaks, and buzzes 
at a dominant frequency of 60 khz for echolocation. irrawaddy 
dolphins in the waters of Matang, peninsular Malaysia have a signa-
ture frequency of whistles that extends from 3,040 hz to 17,123 
hz, with low levels of frequency modulation, and different from 
the whistles of snubfin dolphins or humpback dolphins (hoffman 
et al, 2017). the frequency range detectable by the human ear is 
between 20-20,000 hz, making the irrawaddy whistles audible to 
humans. 

in the Ayeyarwaddy and Mekong rivers, but not in Mahakan, 
irrawaddy dolphins have been documented as participating in 
cooperative fishing with humans using cast nets by driving the 
fish towards the fishermen in response to acoustic signals from 
the dolphins. these methods of working together and recognizing 
signs has been passed down for generations from father to son and 
dolphin  (female) to calf. the fishermen award the dolphins a share 
of the catch.

 

WWF Photo by Roland Seitre
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Population. irrawaddy dolphins exist in small isolated popula-
tions, with a decreasing trend. About 90% of the world’s irrawaddy 
dolphin population occurs in the coastal waters of Bangladesh 
with 5,832, and at sundarbans Mangrove forest with 451; chilika 
Lake, india with 134; Malampaya sound and Quezon in palawan; 
and in the coasts of western visayan seas, Philippines with 105; 
Mahakan river, indonesia with 
90; Mekong river delta along 
vietnam, laos, and Cambodia 
with 78; Ayeyarwaddy river, 
Myanmar with 65; songkhla 
Lake, thailand with less than 50.

irrawaddy population in 
the Philippines. Mavic Matillano, 
WWf lead project officer, said the 
irrawaddy dolphin can be found 
in Malampaya sound, taytay, 
palawan (1986); negros (2005); 
and Quezon, west palawan (2013). 
there are 42 left in Malampaya 
(resurrecion, wwf, 2010), and 
at least 20 in quezon, western 
palawan (Matillano, wwf, 2013). 
in the western visayan seas, there are about 18-23 along the coasts 
of Bago and pulupandan, Negros occidental (de la paz, senoron, 
sabater, dolar, 2010); and about 25-30 along the iloilo and guimaras 
straits (dolar, 2014).

reproduction. the irrawaddy dolphins reach sexual maturity at 
7-9 years of age. in the northern hemisphere, mating is reported from 
december to june (Arnold, 2002). 
Most calves appear to be born 
between june-August. irrawaddy 
dolphins in chilika Lake have a 
low breeding rate, producing only 
one calf in 2-3 years, with a gesta-
tion period of 14 months (s.k. 
sarkar, 2007).

the irrawaddy dolphins live 
on a diet of fish, crustaceans, ceph-
alopods, and fish eggs. in shallow 
waters, it forages on the sea bed for 
prawns and octopi.

the iuCN 2016 red list 
classifies Orcaella brevirostris as 
vulnerable range-wide. 

But since 2004, the sub-
populations along the freshwater 
Mekong, Mahakan, and Ayeyarwaddy rivers as well as those in the 
brackish songkhla Lake and Malampaya sound are listed as Critically 
endangered. 

threats. their sub-population is low with a significant decline in 
population. the worst threats to the irrawaddy dolphins are by-catch 
and drowning in gillnets, and habitat degradation and loss. these are 
well documented, and continue to persist. 

other threats include illegal hunting for its oil, aquarium trade, 
boat strikes, chemical effluents from mining and agricultural ferti-
lizers, electric shock fishing, and blast fishing -- using explosives in 
Malampaya sound. 

the Malampaya sub-population of irrawaddy dolphins was 
first discovered in 1986 (kataoka et al, 1995), residing in the shallow 

waters of the inner sound. At that time, they consisted of 77 dolphins. 
due to anthropogenic activities, their numbers have dwindled to 47 
in 2007, 45 in 2005, and 42 in 2010.

Altogether, these threats cause unsustainable mortality and could 
result in an estimated 30% reduction in population size over the next 
3 generations. 

the book red List Assessment 
for Marine Mammals by the Marine 
Wildlife Watch of the Philippines 
lays out how the irrawaddy 
dolphin would also be vulnerable 
to exacerbated effects of Climate 
Change on coastal food prey and 
habitats that could push it to the 
brink of extinction.

Conservation. this species 
enjoys the highest level of inter-
national protection. All trade is 
forbidden under international 
agreements. But more awareness 
education for the fishermen is 
clearly needed because not many 

of them know that the irrawaddy dolphins in the philippines are 
close to extinction. 

in 2001, the World Wildlife fund (wwf)-philippines initi-
ated the Malampaya sound research and conservation project 
to sustainably manage Malampaya sound’s fisheries and protect 
the irrawaddy dolphin population in the area from gillnets and 

explosives. 

the irrawaddy dolphin 
is now an icon serving as the 
"umbrella" species to help estab-
lish protected coastal areas and 
estuaries in the philippines.

in brief, sections 11 & 97 of 
the Philippine fisheries Code 
(r.A.8550), provide protection:

Section 11 - Protection 
of Rare, Threatened and 
Endangered Species. the 
department of Agriculure (dA) 
shall declare closed seasons and 
take conservation and rehabilita-
tion measures for rare, threatened, 
endangered species, and ban 
fishing, taking of rare, threatened, 
endangered species, including 

eggs and offspring.

Section 97 - Fishing/Taking of Rare, Threatened, Endangered 
Species: makes it unlawful to fish or take rare, threatened, endan-
gered species as listed in cites and dA, and punishable by 12-20 
years in prison and/or a fine of p120k, forfeiture of the catch, and 
cancellation of fishing permit.

				

The author would like to acknowledge the contribution of Marine 
Wildlife Watch of the Philippines (BFAR-NFRDI) in sharing the 2013 Red List 

Assessment for Marine Mammals by M.Alava, M.Dolar, E.Sabater, MTR Aquino, 
and M.Santos (eds), and information on Irrawaddy Dolphin populations in 
Malampaya Sound and Quezon, Palawan and Guimaras Strait. Visit www.

mwwphilippines.org 

Malampaya dolphin. Photo credit: Mavic Matillano, WWF

Irrawaddy fluked tail. Photo: Care for Dolphins.net
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